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ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY,

If we could only get the many
to beiburdened with unjust taxa
good
farmers we know who are
tion, with persecution and tyran
ny, and the developement of the hopelessly holding on to the sys
Next Tuesday, November 3d
state will be retarded so long as tem of renting farms in the cen.-tra-l
is election day. It will be well tlie.y
states at $6.00 to $10.00 per
can prevent desirable imfor the voters ot this end of Mora
migration and persecute those acre for the privilege of weeing
CoUDty to bear in mind that this
who would develope our re- whether they can make enough
election and its results has a
come
to pay the rent or not--tgreater bearing on the future of sources
The moral is-- - No matter how here and try farming where $30.
New Mexico than any other that
difficult it may be to get to the 00 per acre crops are raised on
has ever been held in the staje?
polls-n- o
matter how busy you land that will not sell for$10.00
Thelast election when Gover- No matter how many ob per acre we would be doing hunor Mc Donald was elected was are
the County, adminis- manity, the over crowded states
a triumph for the People against structions
and New Mexico all a favor.
the Bosses but the Governor has tration may put in vour. way it Their refusal to listen is another
been left to stand a!omj, save for your duty to go and rote. Not proof of the statement in the
the moral support of the high merely to show your apprecia Declaration of Independence
your congressman nor
minded people, against the vi- tion of
local that ''Mankind is more disposfriendship
your
for
the
InSpecial
of
cious attacks
the
suffer-ablcandidates but as your duty to ed to suffer while evils are
terests and their minions.
than to right themselves by
'
Now you have a chance to, by yourself and your State. And abolishing forms to which they
your vote, aid in the election of u remember especially - A vote have been accustomed".
lower house in the coming Legis for Jesus M. Pacheco is just as
tature that will support the Gov- important as a vote for Irvin Mrs. Leo Wagner has been
ernor in his efforts for decent Ogden Sr. He is needed in the dangerously ill this week but we
and righteous government. The Legislarure just as much and are glad to report her out of danmargin is not large but there are willstand forthe saine principles ger and on the road to speedy reenough good people in the state the rights of the people against covery. Drs. Self and Gibbs
to elect a Democratic and pro- their oppressors.
spent most of two days with her
gressive majority in the Legista-ture- . Every possible effort will be and are rejoicing with the young
If you shirk the respon- made to help voters get to the hasband and many friends in the
sibility devolving on you to vote polls but remember it is your success of their skill.
for your own interests you may business just as much as the
expect the results to come back Committees or the Cand. dates.
The Reliance Life Insurance
to you. A republican Senate
Company of Pittsburgh issues
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Meikle, the following circular to its pawith a two thirds Majority secured by arbitrarily throwing of Mills, are the proud parents trons.
,
out Democratic members, if it of a fine 12$ pound girl born Wed
Year in and year out the Unit
is backed by a Republican Low- nesday morning, Oct. 28. We ed States has depended on forer house secured thioigh your join .their many friends in con- eign countries to supply us with
neglecting to go and v)t3 even if gratulations.
products which we'are perfectly
a R?publican County Board may
capable of manufacturing ouryou
to
reach
make it difficult for
A large party of Roy peopíe selves, but which we have deto
Polling
an
place
in
effort
the
left Saturday for Mora to attend pended on getting from other
disfranchise you will saddle this court. They cbuldnt drive it on countries simply because it was
state with exhorbitant salarie?, account of the rain and impass- the easiest way. The war situawith continued unfair assess- ible roads so were obliged to take tion in Europe, while a calamity
ment and other atrocities that the train to French, lay oveJ till to the warring countries, is gothey have been imposing upon next dáy take a Santa Fe Train ing to be of vast benefit to the
the people and will place the to Las Vegas and then take their United States, and we have in a
state in the hands of the Special chances in getting 35 miles to bundance the very things which
interests for years to come and Mora by any "means to be had. are so essential in war, and to
you honest citizens, will have to Those who were permitted fco es- warring countries.
pay the bills. Instead of getting cape this trip are congratulating
Suppose the situation were reyou
mouey
good
of
the
some
themselves.
versed. Suppose our country,
spend for taxes it will go to your
instead of Europe, were in war.
county officials to be spent in C. J. Allen, of Hutchison, Kan- Do you suppose for a minute
furtner persecuting you and sas is here visiting his father those foreigners would be hollerbuying elections to keep them- H. C. Allen. He will help gath-e- r ing "HARD TIMES"? Not on
selves in power indefinitely.
his father's corn crop and may your life! They would be workA democratic Legistature this decide to remain here perman- ing night and day, doubling and
winter means a long stride to ently. He says there are no trebling their forces to supply
ward, emancipation from the crops in Kansas to match ours us, just exactly as we can and
tyrannies of the past and ad- and he has seen more rain since will do for them.
vancement to a civilized and en- coming here than he saw there
lightened government in future. all summer.
Jimmie Turner and his crowd
of deer hunters returned home
A republican Legislature judgBros,
were
in
The
from
Heiman
last Saturday after a week spent
ing the future by the past, will
Teqnezquite
Wednescanyon
the
mostly in a "dobe" house in the
mean that the present generation
day.
us
corn
his
Frank
tells
Canyon sheltered from the rain
will not live to see New Mexico
on
mesa
on
claim
raised
the
his
and without a deer. The weathfree from the curse of domina40 bushels per acre er was against them and their
tion by Special Interests. That
year.
trip was not a signal success.
the- common people will continue this
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From Higher up

Election Day

o

r

Thd following telegram direct
from Presideut Wikon to State

Chairman. J. H. Paxton at Santa-Fis a message to the pjeople of
e

New Mexico and we trust it will
be received at this time as call to
duty as imperative asacall to arms

in defense of our country.
White House, Washington D C.
October 27, 1914. '
It is a real pleasure to speak
for those who have stood by the
cause of the People and manifested in a very particular way their
support of just and progressive
legistation.
Certainly Mr. Ferguson is ( ne
of these. His quality has been
tested by his service. It would
seem to me little more than Jus-- .
tice to him that his Constituents
should return him to the house
wherewith lengthened service
he will be able to give the Coun
try the benefit of his quality
more and more effectively.
Signed, Wood row Wilson.

Department of State
Washington
October 2, 1914
Hon. H. B. Fergusson,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C
My dear Mr. Fergusson:
You may quote me as saying
that I am very anxious to see
you reelected. You have stood
by the President in carrying out
his splendid programme and he
needs you in Washington to assist him in the work in which he
is engaged

Yours very sincerely,
(Signed)

W.J.Bryan
The notice of Election, published in the Wagon Mound Panta-graplast week (So that all the
people in both ends of the county would be sure not to see it)
"

h

states that except for precinct
No. 1, the elections "Will be held
in the schoolhouse in each precinct". This statement, in view
of conditions in many precincts,

is not only ambiguous but leads
the citizen to believe there is a
sinister motive behind it.
new Mills
For instance--th- e
District, There are four school
houses in that precinct and no
one of the voters is permitted to
know which school house the
is to be held at.

F. Davis and sons arehaul-thei- r
wheat to Roy and marketing it. They will have several car
loads to haul in.
S.

iilE

SPANISH-AMEltlGÁi-

ov.cf ñor s

A Noyclization of
Alice Bradley's Play
By GERTRUDE STEVENSON
Illustrations from Photographs of the Stage Production
Copyright, W3. IPobUoaUoa

Blgtts Eeserred) by DarM BeUsoo.

and as Merritt appeared in the doorway, remarked: "I believe your wife
Daniel Blade suddenly advances from a has something to say to you."
penniless miner to a millionaire. He Is
"Oh, yes, Wesley I have something
ambitious to become governor of the
g
state. His simple,
wife falls most important to say."
to rise to the new conditions. Slade meets
"Well, if it's about that trip to EuKatherlne, daughter of Senator Strickrope,"
growled Merritt, asserting him-se- n
land, and sees In her all that Mary Is not.
Blade decides to separate from lila wife
as he would never dare to do
and takes rooms at his club. His desertion of his wife and his constant atten- when he was alone with her. '
dance on Katherlne Strickland causes
"Now, Wesley, come with me to the
publlo comment.
SYNOPSIS.

home-lovin-

CHAPTER

V

Continued.

"Wel, I don't care how you get It
I want it It's vital I've got to have
ten thousand to go to Europe. Everybody's going Mrs. Webb, Mrs. O'Don-ne- ll
" and her voice trailed oft into
a pettish whine.
"Yes, I know all about that crowi,"
Merritt snarled. "Sunny place for
shady people."
"Wesley I I need clothes. I've told
everybody I'm going," and the peevish woman glared at her husband.
Then she added suddenly; "Can't the
senator ask Slade?"
"Oh, my God, Fannie!" the hectored
man groaned. "Can I suggest that?
A rival candidate
I've mortgaged
my property up to the hilt now for
clothes but eooier than"
"I dont care I need clothes,"-hiwife interrupted, rising and walking
restlessly about the room. "I've got
to go to Europe. The devil take your
excuses."
Then, with a sudden change of
thought, she cooed. "Wesley 1"
Merritt stood with his elbow on the
mantel, looking moodily into the fire.
"Wesley," she cooed again. "Why,
don't you if you can't get in why
dont you boom Slade? They say he's
buying everybody."
"Well, we've been bought" Her
husband's tone Indicated just how
little consideration such a plan would
have from him.
"No, but you've been defeated six
times," she objected, determined to
argue this new possibility that had
Just occurred to her. "Wes ii the
eenator has gone .back on you look
out Sell out I must have clothes."
She stopped as the senator himself
entered from the smoking room.
"They're asking for you, Wesley,"
and Merritt, glad of the interruption,
1

s

,

hurried out
"Al good evening, Fannie." Strickland took her hand in his smooth,
affable way. Tm sorry, Fannie, that
Wesley doesnt take more to Slade.
It's a great mistake. Why don't you
tell him so?"
"Oh, my gracious I" her manner
changing to suit the occasion. "What
influence could I possibly have with
my husband? He's a man of iron
wifl. Why, I have to do everything
be tells me myself. I wouldn't dare
to meddle with his affairs."
"Well, Just coax him, Fannie, the
'way a nice, sweet womanly woman
can," urged the eenator, knowing full
well that the Merrltts had one menage for private use and quite another
for publication.
"I want to go to Europe and my
husband says he cant afford It"
Her voice dropped to a sugary whine.
"We cant all be millionaires like
Mr. Slade, can we?" Just think. It
would cost $10,000, to say nothing of
clothes."
"Dont worry about that trip to Europe, Fannie," the senator advised,
meaningly. "I think," and he paused
significantly, "I think youU earn it"
With that he started toward the
moking-roota"Wesley," he called.
...

L

balcony," Fannie coaxed in 'what she
considered her prettiest manner.
"You'll excuse us, senator?".
As Fannie dragged her husband out
of the room Hayes, returning from
the smoking-room- ,
and Katherlne, returning from her talk with the
themselves alone. Katherlne was nervous and 111 at ease.
Immediately she began to busy herself folding copies of her father's
speech and Inserting them into mailing envelopes.
"Slade's doing it" Bob remarked.
"They are nearly all wiped out in
there. Those who haven't been beguiled, have been bullied or bought
Hold on! That sounds like the headlines in a Socialist paper"
"What's happened to you?" he broke
off abruptly. "I can't find a trace of
you left - Ever since you came back
I've been hunting for one sign of the
girl I knew. Your notes the very letters you wrote me from Europe sounded as if some one else had written
them. Who is it who's occupying
your mind, Katherlne?"
"I dont know what you mean," the
girl evaded
"You used to care a lot for me,"
reflectively, his mind recalling the
warm, eager welcome of her arms the
day he had declared his love for her,
six years before.
"I only thought I did," she declared,
but her eyes dropped before hie steady
"

--

'

gaze.
"You did care," positively. "You
did caro. I could tell. When you went
away the first time you did. Why,
It. was only a question of my luck
turning. You were going to wait for
me. I always knew that. Then I

met Slade.

f.

"Well, suppose It did mean to stay
here?" Bob stood with folded arm.
"It's a home. Everyone vegetates
more or less at home. Katherlne!"
his voice became more tender, "do
you really mean that?" And he put
his arms around her shoulders and
looked long and earnestly into her
upraised face.
"1 couldn't Oh, Rob, I couldnV
she protested. "All this month I've
been weakening but I "
"Ah," he interrupted, his face close
to hers. "You're wearing my flowers,
too I saw that when I came in.
And my picture you are still keeping

'7

that"

"But I I can't quite," she began.
"I'm dreadfully troubled, Rob," she
finally managed to say. She turned
from his embrace. "We'd be poor
and then we'd be like the Merrltts,"
with a tragio spread of her arms. "I'm
used to the world. I want to
to Bee things. I'd die
here, vegetating!"
"Oh, no you wouldn't," Hayes started to remonstrate, when the door of
tEe smoking room opened and Slade
appeared.
"I was just going to look you up,
Robert I thought you wouldn't-gwithout seeing me, but "
"No, of course not." Hayes did not
attempt to conceal his annoyance at
the interruption. " Katherlne moved
slowly toward the door.
"I'm not driving you away, am I,
Miss Katherlne?"
Before she could answer , Fannie
Merritt came sweeping in. She was
radiant Her beaming face and Mer-rittsullen one made the situation
plain to al In the room.
"My dear," ehe exclaimed, turning
to Katherlne. "You were quite right!
Mr. Sladé is a great man. I'm leaving
my Wesley here to work for him. I'm
off for Europe next week," she gushed
as Hayes helped her Into her evening
wrap, "leaving my poor, dear boy all
alone. You will be good to him, wont
you? Good night Mr. Slade; thank
you," and, closely followed by Katherlne, she hurried out to her waiting
live-every-

where

o

's

motor.

Slade's face was a study In amuffjd
complacency as he realized that fie
need fear nothing more from Wesley
tooting sheet"
Merritt or his "tin-horthat was slowly but
The
completely obscuring clear vision,
prevented him from 'seeing that his
money, not himself, had brought about
the change. The money he had made
was his was he himself. He confused its vast power to bend the Merrltts and. their world with his own
strength.
n

self-estee- m

T

CHAPTER VI.

Even the senator's got a

"Mrs. Slade won't sign over the cotgood Word for me now. But you "
Hayes began abruptly. "I can't
tage,"
his voice, broke and he leaned forward
anything
more."
do
and laid his hand over hers as it
rested idly on the table.
"Heavens!" he exclaimed, as he
snatched his hand away. "What I
ought to have done was to have ridden up here, taken you over my shoulder and galloped off with you on a
broncho."
"Oh, Rob," she breathed, really
pleased at his domineering tone.
"That's the sort of a man to get
on with a woman like you," he accused. "A brute! A man could do
anything with you if he once conquered you. There's nothing in these
long understandings," he broke off,
disgustedly. "I've lost you and I don't
know how, or why. I do know you
liked me better than anyone else, and
I adore you yet," he finished, impulsively clasping , her hand with both
of his. Katherlne patted his strong
fingers with her free hand.
"Please, Rob, I know you do," and
she left him. to pass back and forth
the length of the room. "I can't"
she sighed. Then hurriedly: "If I
only had the courage. Oh, Rob!" and
she turned on him with a helpless
little gesture.
"What do you mean by courage?"
he demanded.
"I mean I'd have to to live here
in this little hole in the West" she
burst forth, vehemently. "No no, I
cant face it always!"

Slade uttered the
"She must"
words through set teeth. "She cant
live there. Robert, you are the only
person who knows us both thoroughly.
I want you to bring this matter to a
finish quietly and kindly and now."
"Why don't you see her and have
It out with her?" Hayes suggested.
"We had it out the night I lejt the
house and..told her not to wait up for
me," Slade reminded him. "I never
quarrel with anyone more than once."
He eyed Hayes critically for a minute. "You're with me, aren't you?"
as if an idea had just occurred to
him.
"I'm awfully sorry for Mrs. Slade,"
Hayes began, when Slade interrupted.
"Look here, Hayes I want a divorce," and he seated himself squarely
in front of the astonished Hayes.
"A divorce?".
That's what I want," and his Hps
shut grimly.
"But, my God!" Hayes was amazed.
"You didn't want It in the first place.
All you wanted was to live your own
life. Do you expect me to help you
get rid of Mrs. Slade?"
"Don't go crazy," Slade advised, not
a suggestion of feeling evident in his
voice or manner.
"If you do you are due for a surprise. I can't go sticking a knife into
that woman's heart I won't"
.

"You're a h

1

anger was rising.

of a lawyer!" Elaia

Hayes rose as if to dismiss the sub-

ject

"Whatever sort of a lawyer you are--I
made you, Hayes."
"I know you did," returned Hayes,
bitterly. "You've told me that before"
and this is what comes of letting
man make you!"
"You bet, rank ingratitude," hotly.
Hayes leaned forward, his arms on
his knees and looked Slade square la
the eyes.
"I honestly think you're drunk with
all this power and prosperity. That
little woman 'was the apple of your
eye. I always said to myself: 'There's
one man who does stick to his wlfel"
I didn't believe wild horses could drag
"
you away from home"
"One minute!" Interrupted Slade.
"All that has nothing to do with you.
Neither you nor anyone living can
interfere with me now. Have you
stopped to figure out, and I Bay It with
all kindness and with all respect what
sort of a governor's lady Mrs. Slade
would make, feeling as she does?"
"Well, what sort of a governor
would you make It you were divorced?" Hayes questioned, mockingly. "Those men In there," and he
jerked hla thumb toward the smoking-room
door; "will they stand for
.

.

that?"

"They've got to I own them, boots
v
and all!" .
"But you dont own public opinion,"
thundered Hayes, banging his fist
down on the table, scattering the
copies of the senator's speech in all
directions.
"Why don't I?" Slade questioned
with an arrogant smile disfiguring his
mouth. "I'm going to buy half of
Merrltt's paper tonight. I guess that
will be public opinion enough for me.
More than that I'll stand as a man
whose wife has deserted him. That's
how it will end. Mrs. Slade will decide where she's to live but it must
be at some distance."
wont get your divorce
"You
through desertion," Hayes scoffed. "I
know her. You cant do it."
"I can't do it, eh?" Slade's eyes
"That's
held a nasty expression.
what they've been telling rae all my
life. Ever since I was a barefooted
little brat running around the mines
they've said to me: 'You cant do
this and you cant do that But I
alwayB did it. L.et me ten you, young
man, after all I've conquered no woman Is going to stop me!
"Cant do it eh?" he repeated, pug-- ,
naclously. "You watch me do it! You
young jackanapes!
I'm as good as
deserted now. The only question is:
Are you going to see Mrs. Slade put
her aboard a train east or not?"
"Mrs. Slade has been my best
1
I H
írienu,J nayes answerouJ yiueuy.
his voice broke.
love her dearly
...

"All

I"

right

That settles

It

You

turn over every scrap of paper of mine
you have by" he thought a moment t
"by tomorrow night Then you can
walk the ties to the devil, young man,
and go back where I found you."
As Hayes turned to go, Strickland
hurried into the room.
"Merritt has Just introduced a very
unexpected subject in the smoking-roothe question of well, you've
got to know it, Slade the question of
Mrs., Slade."
Hayes wheeled around and watched
to see what effect this announcement
would have on Slade.
m

-

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"There Ain't No Such Animal."
In the Interest of a large and grow
Ing class, vital to the humor of the
community, newspapers must stop
biplane."
f
talking about a
"There ain't no such animal," and
fools who are not reckless will still
keep their feet on the ground. Brooklyn Eagle.
"fool-proo-

Needn't Give Up Hope.
Occasionally an old bachelor thinks
that no woman would have him, but
there are lots of excellent spinsters
who are not so awfully particular.
Exchange.
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TAXATION
$1.50 Per

Subscription

PtATFORM.

M. D. GIBBS

Meets' each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian Oliiurcn.
Your
1

presence is necessary,.

"v RW
:

.

Year

:

;

GB.Eall,

Physician and Surgeon

.

Supt,

Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.

From tfi6 Democratic Platform.'
matter at :a "We
Entered a8 second-clas- s
r.
favor the reform 'of our taxa
CATHOLIC.
v
ticn system from assessment to colleo
the postoffice in Koyi N M. V
tlon, including the creation óf a tas
commission, to. the-- end, that
tnirj . Mass. pnce e$ich month at the
'
den of taxation may be equally , im-- , Catholic Church, Dates announcposed upon all classes of property subed in advance.ject to taxation."
'
This plank, from the Democratic Rev. Fr. ,Ant, Cellier.
state platform,-"lfh- e
that on' cfaunty :
Priest in charge, '
salaries, is clear, definite and easily ...,.....;;'.,;'understood. It has no equivocation in
it; no complicáted language; no "ifs."
BAJPTIST:
It means simply what it says; a. sane,
compíete reform' of our taxation sysFirst Sunday in each month.
,; r'' '
tem.
7.30, P. M.
(For twenty years the Republicans, Service 11 A. M.,
iij completó control of each succeeding
Rev. R. A. PriCe , Pastor.
legislature, territorial and state, in
complete control of the "convention
which wrote the state constitution,
have been tinkering with our taxation
'

'

Professional Cards

1

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

ISLATURE MUST

'

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

'r9.

SPAN1SH-AMEEICA-

Office
Fairview Pharmacy

!

;

te

,

.

-

ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

Col.

'

.

system.
Look at that system now!
It is far worse at this time than ever,
before. It is worse than no system,
and the present chaos in taxation matters is solely due to years of Repub-

Democratic State
Ticket

lican control, to legislation designed
to protect large interests and shield
tax dodgers. ,
The; Republicans now propose,
through their proposed constitutional
amendment, to abolish the state board
of equalization. They created that
board, expecting to control it by the
election of Republican state officers.
In this they failed. They now propose to abolish the board and leave
the state without any guide or guard to
the taxation system to let the taxation problem run wild.
The same influences which have dictated Republican taxation legislation
In the past in this state control the
Republican party now. If Republican
are elected to the legislature, those influences will dictate your taxation legislation.
Isn't it time to try a new deal in tax
lawmaking?

...

"'

"

Adolfo P, Hill
i

County Ticket
For Representatives'
Jesus M. Pacheco,
Of

Guadalupita,

'

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Of Roy, -

The following headlines from a
SALARY PLATFORM.
leading New York Daily paper
From the Democratic'Platform.
tell their own storx
- reasonable
"We
salaries for
"Exports fust wiping out Eng- county favorcommensurate
officers,
with
lish Debt" " Bankers predict the work to be performed, fair alike
the taxpayers as well as the offiwide balance in favor of U. S. to
Ve also favor a fixed, definite
cials.
within a. year" "Europe pur sum for each official, with proper comfor a deputy or deputies, as
chases $135,000,010 worth of. pensation,
may.be required to perform the servgoods from Chicago ind sur ices for the public, and to "be paid di-

,

AÜCT10NEJÍR
I Cry Sales Everywhere.

Distance not Considered
Terms Keasona ble
Satisfaction

Rev O wTiearn, Elder

GTn't'd

Services fourth Lord's Pay of
each month at 11 A.M. and .

.

8

Sacramental

P.M.

Morning Service.

i

employed.
Here is a plain, clear statement
which everyone can understand. It i9
the pledge of the Democratic party of
New Mexico to the people of this state
that if you elect a Democratic majority to the legislature that majority
will enact just the kind of county salary legislation provided for in this

"Merchandise exported
from. New York in .on day totals
over $4,000,000" "Russia orders
(50 motor trucks'"' " New Eng
platform plank, which is the kind of
land silk mills running full ca- county v salary legislation the people
pacity" "Large stave, 'factories want.
The Republicans, with majorities In.
working double shifts to handle both houses of the legislature, have
had this county salary question before
orders for stoves for 'warring them
for twenty years. Every time
countries for, approaching win- they have enacted legislation on the
they have made the problem
ter' "U. S. has -- orders for all question
worse.
available hqrses we can supply"
Doesn't sound common sense demand
the election of men pledged as
passed
horses
trainloadsof
"Ten
000''

1

-

platform
plank
Democratic
,
through Pittsburgh yesterday" pledges
every legislative candidate?
The fact that Cotton and Cop- Why should we take any more
chances with our money?
per are the only commodities-tha- Finally, you have elected a governor
.friend
are retarded in sales, by the who has been the
governor must
taxpayer.
The
of
the
European war and that the ship- have a legislature that is favorabble to
ments of the raw material to for- the policies he advocates. A Republican legislature means high salaries,
eign countries to be manufactur- high taxes and special taxation privl- ed and returned to us has ever lpjfpp fr the COTOvrtn rt.prpsts
.

t

ever-steadfa-

been a drawback to our manu'
facturing developement, will
proye a blessing to the U. S. in
the end. We will build factories
and do our own cotton and cop'
per manufacturing in future.

st

is the time when we may
expect "Roorbacks" and other
deápiseable methods of trying to
get notes to, be sprung. It be
hooves every citizen to be on
i. guard against being stampeded
t
J
Lost: Aman s oruuruycuai
and into an unwise vote by those who
on the road between Taylor
'
will try to get him rattled at the
Liberty school house.
'
to
James
return
please
Finder
last minuter '
"
'
. t
Christman.
.

n

.Now

1

:

:

O. H,

Kerns,

Nutter-Kern- s

Realty, Co.
Business entrusted to

our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.
Meet

tention,

every Wednesday evening at

'

I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Visiting members always welcome ,
Wm. G. Johnson
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

Nutter-Kern- s

,

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

.

.

F. H. FOSTER

Harmony Rebekah

Ltiited States

Lodge No. 24. D. of R.

mmissioner

Meets in I O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
FrilMGS- - CONTESTS
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always welETC.
'
N
come.
.
',Miss. Grace v. Collins, N. G. Office,
ith' Spanish-Amerlca-

PROOFS

.

Kitchell,

Modern Woodmen
' of America

,

jllSf

'

Roy,

Secy.

.

:

v

New Mca.

J. B. Lusk,
Attorney

CampNo.14361

at Law,

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
-

A. S. HANSON
NoTAitY Public

Roy,

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO

ROY,

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

Goods
Bought and Sold
AH

New, Mexico,

Notary Public

HARRY WOODWARD
Hatrness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Also Second-Han-

to me.

J. FLOERSHEIM

this

'

J. N. Nutter,

Lodge Directory

rectly to such députy, or deputies, so Miss. Blanche

country" "Exports
show fifteen percent increase"
"Automobile exports total $40000
rounding

.

MEXICO

.

For Corporation Commiss'n'r
r

WHITE

MILLS..... NEW

Christian

-

For Congressman
Harvey B. Fergusson.

F. O.

d

Work Guaranteed

.

United States '
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

M. H. KOCH
Licensed Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

i

:

TUCUMCAR!. N. HL

3

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services rendered in all land matters.

THE

OK
y.
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SIXTY-THIR-

TELLS 170HEU

How She Was Helped During
Change of Life by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Philadelphia, Pa. "I am just 52 years
of age and during Change of Life I suf
fered for Bix years
:".
"I'i'ww!"
terribly. I tried several doctors but none
seemed to give me
any relief. Every1
month the pains were
intense in both sides,
and made me so
weak that I had to
go to bed. At last
a friend recommen
ded Lydia E.

ham's Vecet&hlft
to me and I tried it at once
and found much relief. After that I
Compound

SPANISH-AMEEIOA-

LUES ADVANCE

D

CONGRESS ENDS
SESSION

LONGEST

TERMINATED

EVER

HELD

VOTES COTTON

mv

It! VITAUATTLE
KAISER'S

LINE SMASHED AT

CRU-

CIAL POINTS; ALLIES HURL
600,000 REINFORCE-

AFTER HOUSE
PROBE.

MENTS

APPOINTED TO INVESTIGATE A,ND REPORT ON

COMMITTEE

MASSACRE OF INVAD-

ERS SOUTH OF ARRAS

n"

MUSIC COMPANY

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

"West's Laroest and Oldest Music House"

1874

BREEDING

DENVER, COLORADO

THE FUTURE

FOR

.

adjourned its second session Saturday
after the collapse of prolonged efforts
to procure cotton growers' relief legislation.
Leaders of this movement agreed to
adjourn, however, only on the condition that pending cotton relief measures would have the right of way
when Congress reconvenes, Dec. 7.
Not more than fifty members of the
House and less than a quorum of the
Senate were in attendance when the
gavels fell on adjournment. The end
was accomplished through a concurrent resolution ending the session at
4 oiclock in the afternoon, but clocks
were turned ahead, actual adjournment occurring at 3 : 22 and the Senate

-

The Army of
Constipation

y

n

--

5

,

com

ASHORE.

The American farmer who seeks' to
Western Newspaper Union News Servica.
London, Oct. 26)
admitting

While

that thousands

of Frenchmen were
killed and wounded in the day's fighting, the Paris war office declares the
French now occupy positions which
will crush the new offensive movement of the Germans.

The announcement adds that all attacks from the sea to the region south
of Arras were repulsed, and describes
the fighting as a veritable massacre
of the invaders.
0
The German-- host, despite the
reinforcements, which have been
thrown into ttie thick of the fighting
in the last three days, has been compelled to retire at many points, and,
because of the terrific fire "of the British and French naval guns, the invaders have left the coast clear and are
centering the attack toward Lille.
The fighting between Lille and Dunkirk is described in Berlin dispatches
as the most furious of the campaign
and Germans assert that upon Its outcome hinges the fate of the war.
Around
Saturday the
Nieuport
slaughter was terrific, and again the
big guns from the ships of the
allies played havoc with the Germans.
At this place hundreds of'bodies were
washed upotf the beach by he waves
and the condition of the wounded ia
declared to be pitiable.
In the excitement caused by the repeated attacks from the defending
army the Germans in many cases are
said to neglect to care for their
wounded, and many deaths are attributed to the lack of attention.
In', their supreme effort ' to break
through the allies' line the Germans
are 'reported to have stripped Brussels and Antwerp of their garrisons
and to have even drawn reinforcements from the line before Rheima.
Zeppelins also are declared to have
been used In bombarding the allies'
line after having practiced dropping
bombs at targets from a height of
8,000 feet.
7,000
The Germans have taken the offensive against both the right wing of the
allied army, which rests on the sea,
and that portion of the French army
which is defending the line of fortifications between Verdun and Toul.
600,-00-

tr

Petrograd Announces Success.
Having defeated jthe first
German attack on Warsaw the Russians are rushing reinforcements to
crush back the German invasions Further south the Russians have failed to
make the Austrians, who are now
commanded by German officers and
118 W. 60UTH WATER STR.. CHICAGO
with German troops, give up
Sunday Gets $10,000; Leaves Denver. stiffened
attempt
to cross the San river.
their
AND
Denver. Sunday's collections for
HOWARD E, BURTON A8SAYER
conflict beIn the great eight-da- y
CHEMIST
Specimenprlces: Gold, Silver, Lead, $1 ; Gold, Billy Sunday amounted to about
Przemysl
tween Sambor and
the
Silver, 75c ; Gold, 60c ; Zinc or Copper, $1. Mailing
and he closed his revival and left
has been continuous for
the city for Des Moines, la. eight days. Here the Austrians began
tüeattack, and, after being hurled
Vice President" in Denver.
ltíi2n wnrrta
back, concentrated In an advance
foranadver- against Lemberg, in an effort to cut
Vice
Denver.
Mrs.
and
Presideeut
WB'IJ
jur . riui una bjhuvyd or your own town,
Russian line. It is declared they
iii
Monday
were
Denver
Marshall
the
Smith
Co.,
8406 16th Street, Denver
tt. I.
where the vice president made a vere defeated, wfth a loss of 5,000
'
- v ;.:
prisoners, .
speech in the Auditorium.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
-

London.

Coyne Brothers

$10-,-000-

,

can-noiadi-

--

CandidalesSend$l

44-19- 14.

VIo-tro- la

Industrial Type of Horses Will Be In
Demand at the Conclusion
of the War.

BODIES WASHED

Washington". After nearly nineteen
months of continuous session, the longCongress
est ever held the Sixty-thir-

w

dbooei

Piano, Player Piano and

DE-

SCRIBED IN RÉP0RTS.

,

THE

ESTABLISHED

VERITABLE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

1014

"Easy-Pay-Pla-

NIEUPORT FIGHT CENTER
COTTON CONDITIONS.

Send us the name of any responsible party
who Is interested in the purchase of a piano or
player piano and in the event we sell them an
instrument betweeujiow and January 1st, wt
will send you $5 in gold free.
Be sure and give us correct name and ad- dress and tell us party's occupation and bow
long be has lived in your community.
catalogs and full details of our
will be mailed free on application.
Please state which Instrument you are Interested in. Write at once. Address

7

RECONVENES ON DEC,

mil mm
Our Ug

INTO

FIGHT.

had no pains at all and could do-and shopping the same
as always. For years I have praised
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for what it has done for me,
and shall always recommend it as a woman's friend. Xou are at liberty to use
my letter in any way. "Mrs. Thomson,
649 W. Russell St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Change of life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to
carry women so successfully through
this trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's at 3:27. ,
As the altered hands of the House
Vegetable Compound.
clock
drew near 4, while the Senate
If you want special advice was winding
executive business,
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham Med- Speaker Clark uparose
at his desk and,
icine Co. (confidential), Lynn, facing
on the
the
scattered
attendance
Mass. Your letter will be opened,
floor,
said:
read and answered by a woman "This is the longest
and most laborand held In strict confidence
ious session that Congress ever haa
known. Icongratulate you most heartily on being able to adjourn at last.
I wish to thank every member of the
House, Democrat, Republican, Progressive and Independent for uniform
la Growing Smaller Every Day.
courtesy shown to the speaker. Now,
CARTER'S LITTLE
In the language of 'Tiny Tim,' 'God
LIVER PILLS are
bless us everyone.' "
responsible
they
The Senate adjournment was probnot only give relief t
II ItUlkUV
ably the most undemonstrative in its
they perma
history, Democratic leaders aad a few
nentlycure CoB-tipatioa. Mil- Republicans were sitting behind closed
lions use,
doers "confirming nominations when
them for
came that the House had carried
word
Rilioutness,
out the adjournment resolution. SenaIndigestion, Sick Headache, SalW Skin.'
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. tor Kérn, the majority leader, at once
moved to open the doors When this
Genuine must bear Signature
was ordered the doorkeeper hurriedly
set the clock ahead and Senator Swan-soof Virginia, presiding in the absence of the vice president and President Pro Tempore Clark, announced
fa no more necessary
man
omaupox.
Army
TYPHOID experience bu demonstrate that the Senate was adjourned.
In announcing the abandonment of
th .lmwt MilMnl.a Mil
eacy, and haralessnea, oí Antityphoid Vaccination.
filibuster for cotton legislation,
their
Be vaccinated NOW by your physician, you and
following
a conference held early in
your family. It Is more vital than house Insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or send for "Have
day, Senator Hoke Smith of
the
ywuhad Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
Georgia and Representative Hehry of
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers.
THE CUTTER LABORATORY, BERKELEY, CAL
Texas. told the Senate and the, House
MODUCIN
VACCINES
SIRUHS UNOS V. S. OV. LICIMI
it was apparent that no quorum could
be
procured for consideration of cotBEST
EYE
ton legislation at this time and that
I ACHES
FOR
further filibustering might injure the
chances of ultimate success.
One of the last acts of the House
was the adoption of a resolution authorizing the appointment of a comHAVE YOU ANY?
mittee to investigate cotton conditions
WRITE US.
in the South and to report possible
measures for federal aid by Dec. 15.

housework

N.

-

take advantage of the horse famine
now being made by Krupp and

Creu-so- t

guns should dismiss all thought
supplying
of
the armies now In the
field. In all probability the war will
be ' over before his first foals are
weaned. What he should do is breed
industrial types of horses to fill the
gaps made by the present war, with
perhaps a small percentage of the
type of horses actually preferred for
military üse.
Wars may not cease .with the end
of the present masterpiece of deviltry,
but there is good reason to believe
that martial glory will be at a dis
count in nmrope ror many years to
come. Let us get ready, therefore, to
supply the needs of peace, rather than
x
a
..
11
i
aemanas
to sausiy me
oi a inoiocn
who soon may be hurled from his
throne.
m

m

.1

1

1

"

Many a man who says he studies to
please expends most of his efforts on
'
himself.

r

ti

-

.

t--i

..

i

served in two wars.
New York has five women builders
and architects.

Tone Up!
Not

)

Drugs-F- ood

Does It
wholesome, appetizing
food that puts life and
vigor into one, but doesn't
clog the system.
,
Such a food is

Grape-Nut- s
The entire nutrition of
wheat and barley, in"

-

cluding the vital mineral

salts phosphate of potash, etc.
Long baked, easily
digested; ready to eat; an
ideal food with cream or
milk, and, fine in many.,
combinations.
,

.

.

"There's a Reason"- -.
-

for'

Grape-Nüt-

s

sold by Grocers.
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Where Your Dollar Does the Most!
T
Is Now Complete

Other Goods Arriving Daily.
Get Our Prices on

It

on:
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Highest Market; Prices Pai .For

.1

ARM PRODUCE
Give Us a Call and be Convinced that

W.e save

c

M
.oney,
on
i

We Carry a Complete Line or
L-ME-

X

GOOD

"If It's Branded 'CotMex.' Buy It"
;'

Tyler Building,

Koy.

7.

9
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THE FIRING

SPAlIiaH-AMEMCA-

HINTS FOR PRESERVE CLOSET

OF THE FRENCH ARLTY

Pickled Peachet Should by All Meant
Bo Among the Condiments Stored

Brandled Cherries.

f

Pickled neacbes are a dinner con
diment of unparalleled excellence.
Many people prefer pickled fruit vo
the sweeter Jellies and preserves and
the good housekeeper always puts up
Dickled dainties as well as preserves,
Jellies and Jams for her
.
VíV' W
f
.
winter fruit closet.
. ....
Here is a tried and true recipe for
pickled peaches: To seven pounds of
selected peaches allow half as many
pounds of granulated sugar, one quart
of vinegar, two ounces each of sticr
cinnamon and cloves. Dissolve the
sugar in the hot vinegar, add the
spices and boil for six minutes; add
the peacheaand boil slowly until the
t
peaches have become Boft enough to
C
s
6;.
be pierced easily by a fork. Turn
out the fruit and boil the sirup down
Ay -- , A
Now put in the peaches
to
again and let the whole Just come to
n3
a boil.": Pour into a deep crock and
cover when cold.
recom
A Virginian housekeeper
IS
mends this "recipe for brandied cher
Í
ries: Cover large, oxheart cherries
which have been stoned with some
excellent brandy and let stand for 48
hours. . Add to. the" mixture sugar in
T
a proportion of pound for pound. Do
r?5
v
not cook, but seal in glass Jars and
v
.
set away in a cool, dry place These
cherries are delicious for garnishing
whipped cream and frozen desserts.
They may also be served in home- :
.
to mixed cocktails.
This nhotoeraDh illustrates the Indomitable spirit of the French 'troops. In the foreground is a soldier trying
enemy.
aid a wounded comrade and at the same time keeping up his firing at the
AN
OYSTER
STEW RECIPE
had a hell of a time. The enemy to have been in the glorious charge
Expert Recommends This as an Un- swept down on us liké a tempestuous they made.
usually Appetizing Way of Serv
LIKE All ANGRY SEA sea, wave after wave. They were at "While the cavalry and guns gal
ing the Bivalves,
we
least ten to one, and the more we loped out to face a fearful odds
killed the more they seemed to grow. continued our retreat to Mallncourt,
Fannie Merritt Farmer, cookery edi
' "Our artillery did splendid work. Bouthwest of Le Cateau. shells burst
tor
of the Woman's Home Companion,
German Onslaught in France De- Never shall I admire men more than ing all the way 800 yards on our
presents
a number of "Recipes for
those silent gunners who kept rlEht. and thence to Beaurevoir, north
scribed by Briton.
October"
in that publication. Among
It was a nawful
pounding away under a murderous of St. Quentin.
recipe for Boston oyster
her
hail of shell and bullets, often with- march, for we were terribly exhaust themes
stew,
follows:
which
and
they
walked
infantry in front of them. Their ed. Men dozed while
Kaiser's Infantry, a Great Mass of Hu- out
"Put one quart of oysters in a col
calm valor was a revelation and an officers slept in the saddle.
man Machine Guns, Sweeps on 1 example. ,
and pour over
ander
o'clock
at
four
"We left Beaurevoir
cupful
With Overwhelming, Irrecold water. Carefully pick
of
sleep
hours'
few
morning.
A
nightlong
one
in tne
"That whole day was
oysters,
remove tough muscles
sistible Force.
mare. The terrible storm broke over worked wonders, for though their feet over
them,
and slightly chop
us, and the roar of. thunder and flash were bleeding and they were still from half of
removed tough
remaining
rag
with
sang
By WILLIAM MAXWELL.
half
of lightning added to the horrors of without rations, the men
muscles. Add chopped oysters to waInternational News Service Correspondent. a" retreat along a road where lead time while they were marching.
In France. I am permitted to give spattered the earth like raindrops.
ter drained through colander, heat tc
some interesting extracts from a
the boiling point, and let simmer
"Infantry and transport were mixed
story of the war, so far as it has gone, up in wild confusion. How any one DON'T CHEER THEIR RECRUITS three minutes.
Strain through a
culled from the diary of a British in- came through it alive is a miracle.
double thickness of "cheesecloth, add
fantry officer who received his bapand his English Crowds Watch "Tommy - At reserved solf part of oyster, and cook
"General
tism of fire at Mons.
, kins" Go to the Front in onaruntil oysters are plump. Remove
army corps saved us. Throwing them
,
Silence.
"I
told,"
the
have
writes
often been
oysters with a Bklmmer and put in a
acteristic
Gerv
of
path
the
selves across the
officer, "that shell fire is not so
cupful of but
tureen with
mans. they pinned them to the
dangerous as it sounds, but axioms of ground. We could not see, but we
Eng
between
contrast
tablesponful
f
ter,
of salt, and
.London. No
this kind do not .console one under a could hear and feel the bloody bar nh and foreien ways has "bo Im
teaspoonful of pepper. Add
hail of shrapnel bullets and steel rier they raised between us and death, pressed Americán tourists as the re- oyster liquor, strained a second time,
shards. I had a sickening sensation and a thrill ran through our ragged ception of the recruits here during and one quart of Bcalded milk. Alin the stomach. We hung on until lines.
war time. An idle crowd stands dur ways remember to scald milk In a
the enemy's infantry came in sight-g- ray
got
cover
made
to
ing the day around the recruiting sta double boiler, which overcomes the
and
we
last
"It
y
masses of men advancing
danger of scorching. Serve with oys
a stand. We caught some of the en- tiona watching the applicants.
and firing rifles from their hips emy comingjwt of a wood. We piled
At evening when the
ter crackers."
like so many machine guns pumping up their dead with enfilading fire, men march out In a column of fours
out lead.
SDonae Cake. Oranae Filling.
and we stopped to take Bome pris with some attempt at a military
swine, sinelne or whistling, "It s a
"We let them enter one of the main oners.
Mix well together three egg yolks.
inn? wnv to TiDDerary." heads
'Thpn we drove on again, always to
avenues, and then opened fire with
of & cupful of sugar.
no,to
busy
too
what effect we were
How different were our noD out of windows and crowds gain the grated rind of one lemon, one cupthe rear.
tice.
feelinsrs a few days before, when we er on the curbs, but there is seiaom ful of sifted flour and one teaspoonany at an ful of baking powder. When well
fire,
under
my
time
first
"This is
had marched singing over those more than faint cheering, if
beat
There is none of the running up to en together add a little salt and the
and any one who tells me he has no roads, welcomed by smiling, hospitastrangeemotlons at such a moment ble peasants and townfolk, who now hand the men tobacco, fruit or floweggs .beaten stiff.
peo whites of the three
watched us with blanched faces and ers, common to more emotional
Bake for 15 minutes in Washington
muBt be a liar.
ples.
pie tins. For the filling beat togeth"Thrice the German masses flung with fear in their eyes.
we
Thrice
Once in the forces, the recruits, who er the Juice of one orange, with a' little
"During the night some French
themselves against us.
of the grated rind, one egg, one cup
hurled them back with heavy losses. cavalry moved' over to our left and are mostly youths, may be seen march
drill," but even ful of sugar and two tablespoonfuls of
"We held on for an hour, till they relieved the pressure for a time, but ing to the parks for.
by voicegot their guns on our flank, and then in the morning the whole of our line then they are watched only of them warmed butter, and cook in a double
seen
The last
boiler until it thickens. Spread be
we Vere obliged to retire, but they was again attacked with fury and our less Idlers.
us front was á mass of bursting shells. in London is on the platform of one tween the layers of cake.
they
let
that
shock
a
got
such
had
The onslaught was Irresistible. Our of the great railway stations, to be
get clear'
operaof
writing
lines collapsed under the terrible hail Rent no one knows where. Generally
Sour Milk Johnny Cake.
Later the officer
Maubeúge
states:
of steel and shrapnel, but close to the they depart in the night.
Two tablespoonfuls of butter and
tions around
desper- town our retreat was splendidly covThere is something grim and imper one cupful of flour mixed with one
"The Germans were making
artillery.
and
sonal about the English way of tak cupful of cornmeal; add half a Cupful
ate effort to work around and drive ered by cavalry cavalry
forward
rode
of
inc the Svar. But the American can oí sugar, half á teaspoonful of baking
"A division
'"us into Maubeuge, but after Namur
enemy,
"to
them
behind
not turn on a London street without powder and half a teaspoonful of salt,
and
towns,
check
the
we were shy of any fortified
of
life.
things
meeting an extended hand for' some
like
guns
bounded
Maubeuge
should
the
wellone cupful of sour milk, and
and determined that
a forlorn hope. Their fund to benefit the soldief. "Tommy
eggs.
the
not be our Sedan. To avoid this turn- It looked like
into
Turn
beaten
mixture
hands, feeling they Atkins" is not made much of Individ
pan
ing movement and escape being bot- officers shook
in
a
and
hot
bake
a
going to certain death, yet they ually, but collectively his comforts are oven.
may
cream
tled up within useless stone walls, we wro
be
Sour
substituted
a well looked after, even to the ques
retreated always on the right flank. said not a word and never faltered
for tour milk.
given
worlds
tion of tobacco on the firing line
would
moment.
have
I
we
"Between Daudry and Le Cateau
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Peaceful

Valley

Here's three whoops to our
who is
popular Editor of the
a candidate for Representative
S--

Many in these parts rejoiced
to get part of the car of apples
shipped to Roy by Roy Woods. Mt. Olive School is reported doing splendid work under the instructions of Prof. Earl Trible.

Mrs. A Berentz is helping entertain seveial ladies and gentlemen who are here to cast tfieir
lot and interest in Mexico. - We
extend them the "glad hand".

Salome Garcia, Chm. of the
Union Co. Board of Supervisors
and D. M, Martinez the well
known stockman from the Carrizo, came to Roy Tuesday to take
the train for Trinidad on a busiMiss May Melten donated the
last number of bushels of wheat ness trip which will keep them
away for several days.
required by the Milling Co. ;
Mr. ana Mrs. De Force had a
The Seright Brothers of Pa- pleasant visit from Mr. and Mrs.
Fry and little daughter, Belle louse Valley were lntown Monday and found it necessary to rerecently.
main over till Tuesday to return
They are putting the finishing home Oil account of the condition
touch to the new Depot at Mills. of the roads. 20 miles
back
in a dav is too far when the roads
Hello What has become of the are bad.
R. F. D. Route.

ad

We notice some building ma- a.
i
ivims
east vi
leriai iiuiree mués
The pie supper that was to be The need for a town jail is bo- on the land filed by Editor
at the Methodist church Satur- coming more and more apparent
i

fi

'

nr-H- -

Al-berts-

day night was postponed owing every day. Drunken men reel
" ing the streets is not a pleasant
to the inclement weather.
Mc
C.
A
J.
at
sight at the beat and when it
Clure's was a most enjoyable occomes to frightening ladies and
Mrs. Bob Holmes is nearly re
casion. A11 report a "sweet and
children it is past endurance. It
covered fróm her recent illness
stuck up" time.
is an imposition on hotels to put
from Typhoid fever and is back
them to bed and they are neither
Among those from a distance at their home in town again. .
safe nor desirable on the street.
who are visiting here are Miss
A jail where they can be locked
Lumbard's friend, Miss Thorn-bur- y Mrs. J. Floersheim has bene
up safely is the only place for
and Mr. Scott, nephew of very seriously ill. for the past ten
weakminded fellows when
Mr. Harve Jones, of Sedalia Mo. days and her condition is still these
they
are
drunk. Their own safe
veay serious. The family is
ty demands it. We urge as a
Master Russell Meikle with a greatly worried about her.
mere matter of safety and defew of. his friends had a great
.1
o
J;
j
ri.t
Dime ounaay uie iota, canuies,
Judge F. H. Foster, Dr. M. D, cency that some definite action
nuts and a beautifully decorated Gibbs, Paul Anderson, Dean be taken to establish a jail and
cake with three candles burning Tyler and Agt. Henson were call have drunken fellows locked init
representing the number of ed to Mora Monday as witnesses when they become dangerous or
years celebrated, was much
before the . Grand Jury in the disgusting, This town cannot
Kidd Case. They got away on always remain a part of the
M 'mes Meikle and Bartholo- the noon train amidst the condo- .open range Why not recognise
'
mew helped the totts with their lence of their friends who were the fact that we are on the verge
of becoming a city and adopt
merry making.
permitted to remain at home.
sensible and modern methods of
government?
taffy-pullin- g
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The Republican machine is
making the fight of its' life; a
silent, underground, desperate
and deadly campaign for control
of the legislnture. Backed by
county officers who would, push
through the Republican high sal
ary bill; by big interests which
would control taxation legistation
by gang leaders who would prevent any regulation of elections
and preventany reform, the gang
is reaching in its own silent way.
every man who can be reached.
The votes the machine can con
trol will be at the polls.
The rank and file of lojal Dem
ocratic votes who have been lull
ed into inactivity and fancied
security by the indifferent attitude of many of the leaders are
due for quite a rude awakening
to a general and a heroic effort
to get the people to the polls this
election. Votes must be cast
before they, can be counted.
"

Jim Christman came in from
Cimarron Tuesday on his motorcycle after a most eventfuLride
in the mud. Among his experi-enees was being pulled out of
the mud near Springer with a
a motorfour horse team-wi- th
cycle.
"

.

T.'E. Mitchell was in from his
ranch at Albert Wednesday
to business matters in
at-tendi- rg
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There are many people looking
for rooms, residences and business openings in Roy who are un
able to find a roof of any kind to
get under. Tljese conditions
must be met by the addition of
new buildings at once. This town
is booming.

AVISO .
3 lleguas fierro W en la pierna
y en la espaldia derecha.
1 fierro $ en el lado derecho.
3 vestías prietas fierro GG
1 Cabollo de 2 añós fierro B.
1 llegua azul y 8 potrillos
1 Caballo Colorado de dos años
no tiene fierro. Se pagaron diez
pesos de Recompensa a la persona que de una información
cierta de dichos animales.
.

Jess Malauff

.

De Haven, N.M.

Fred Meffert will move the
Pa' ace Bar into the new building
3
STRAYED OR STOLEN:
is
building
un:
next week. Thé
mares branded W
finishing
touches
der going the
on right leg.
now and is the best business
1 mare branded ; right side.
room in town at present.
3 black mares branded GG

vvTi

three-year-ol-
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FOR YOUR

Groceries, Hardware and Harness

1 blue mare
Mrs. Emilia Romero will move
8 colts
into the Goodman building south 1 bay horse two years old all
of the Bank with her Restaurant unbranded
and rooms will be .fitted up for
$10.00 reward for their return
hotel accommodations along with to Sess Malauff,
table service.
De Haven, New Mexico.

Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

H. S. Murdoch

D nils

We Pay Highest Market Price v
For Produce

Announces Jo his friends
and patrons that he

Telephone Us
lOll

nil

if

m

Will be in Roy Nov. 7 to 12. 14.
Office at Southwestern Hotel. -
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California ranks first among the
states in the production of gold.
The exülosion of 8,000 barrels of
gasoline in Kern river oil fields near
Bakersfield, Calif., caused a loss of
Oil Com$100,000 to the Standard
pany.

Apian to take the First infantry, I.
Panama Pacific exposi-tinn- ,
to be present on Illinois day,
July 24, 1915, was indorsed at Chicago by the Illinois commission to the
exposition
There are more than 145,000 income
dodgers who have evaded the interna!
revenue collectors, according to congress experts. Returns are averaging
about $1,700,000 a month less than was
expected.
,
Stanley Podelank, his wife and their
daughter were dead and the
Podelank home at Treveskyn, near
Pittsburg, was in ruins., Podelank, a
miner, smoked a cigar while filling hi3
powder flask from a keg.
Police of Newport were confronted
by a tangled mystery as a result of
; the, shooting of M. A. Castoe, 54, on
the Alexandria pike near Newport, O.,
as he was riding in a buggy with his
Stenographer, Miss Nellie Hilton, 31.
General Obregon, as head cf the Carranza commission, has presented a
resolution before the Aguas Calientes
convention asking for guarantees of
safety
for all delegates and requesting
'
convention be moved to "a
the
that
safer place."
Percy Tugwell who, according to
the police, confessed at Los Angeles
that he murdered Mrs. P, A. B. Kennedy, a wealthy widow, on the night
of September 1, made another confession in which he asserted that Mrs.
Kennedy's eon, Philip, committed the
murder.
President E. P. Ripley of Chicago,
Howell Jones of Topeka and Charles
Steele and Dr. Henry Prltchett of New
members of the
York were
board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé railway for four
years at the annual meeting of the
stockholders at Topeka, Kin.
Two men were killed and one was
wounded at Blair, Wash., in a battle
between a posse composed of Canadian and American deputy sheriffs, customs officers and immigration inspec
tors, and five outlaws supposed to
have robbed the First National bank
Wash., of $20,000,
of
when they killed a boy while firing at
citizens on (the street.
Passine sentence of t death upon
Beckston, convicted of the murder of
Sloan Pool, District Judge Hardy at
Hugo, Okla., disregarded the statute
that provides electrocution in capital
punishment cases and ordered Beckston to be hanged November 22.
President Wilson Is considering the
; advisability
'.of withdrawing federal
troops from the Colorado coal fields as.
op. the result of the deadlock mm the
agree
to the
erators, who refuse to
Dresident's proposal for a 'Settlement
of the strike, "already accepted by the
pinera.
N. G., to th&

i

,
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The transfer of Henry W. Diederich,
consul general at Antwerp, Belgium, to
Barcelona, Spain, and the transfer of
Carl Bailey Hurst from Barcelona to
Antwerp was confirmed by the Senate.
A dinner In honor of the United
States Supreme Court and commemorative of its 123th anniversary, pre
sided over by former. President William H. Taft and attended by Chiel
Justice White and the associate justices of the court, closed the annual
meeting of the American Bar Association.
Cotton consumed during September
was 415,191 bales, exclusive of linters.
compared with 442,435 in September
last year, the census bureau announced. The consumption for the
two months ending September 30 was
798,874 bales, against 874,785 last year.
The protest of the United States
against the seizure of the American
ship, Rockefeller, brought its immediate release. Sir Cecil Spring-Rice-,
the British ambassador, was notified
by the British foreign office that the
vessel, which had been seized
by British cruisers, had been freed.
A luncheon given in his honor by
formerPresident Taft was the final
incident in the visit to Washington of
Henry Watterson, editor of the Louis
ville Courier-Journal- .
The 7,558 national banks doing busi
ness In the United States September
12
had cash assets amounting to
$903,707,348, a decrease since June 30
of $65,367,614, according to a report
made public by the comptroller of the
currency.
The naval collier Jason was desig
nated by Secretary Daniels of the
navy as the official "Christmas ship"
to carry gifts fromthe United States
to the war orphans, widows and destitute of Europe. The Jason will sail
November 10 and probably will carry
large quantities of stores and coal for
the armored cruisers North Carolina
and Tennessee in Mediterranean wa
--
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The Cuban senate passed almost
unanimously the national economic
defense bill.
A scarcity of wheat flour is felt in
At a meeting recently the
Holland.
bakers of .Velsen decided to bake rye
bread only.
Austria and Hungary are confronted
with a serious shortage In their meat
supplies, according to Information received at Venice.
Shortage of raw materials, notably
cotton, wool, jute and petroleum is.
greatly restricting production in many
branches of manufacture .in Austria-Hungaracocrding to advices re
ceived at Venice.
Aroused by the positive steps taken
by Germany and Austria to protect
themselves against a falling birth rate
and the telling death rate Incidental to
the war, England is now encouraging
the marriage of recruits soon to go on
foreign service.
Orlando Edgar Miller, formerly of
Chicago and Denver, who was convicted of having caused the death of. Miss
Kate Addison Scott, by the administra
tion of a drug while she was a patient
In a sanitorium conducted by him in
London, was sentenced, to imprisonment for three months.
A special dispatch received at To
kio from Sasebo says the Japanese,
in their recent raids on the German
Islands in the South seas, destroyed
the German military equipment. They
seized $250,000 in gold and also am
munition and rifles. Ten officials on
each of the captured islands surren
dered to the Japanese.
Millicent, duchess of Sutherland,
who recently went to the war zone as
head of a Red Cross hospital, and MaJ.
Percy , Deshmond - Fitzgerald of the
Eleventh hussars, were quietly mar
ried at Roehampton. The duchess has
returned to her Red Cross work in
France. The duchess of Sutherland is
the fourth daughter of.', the Earl of
Rosslyn. She was married in 1884 to
the Duke of Sutherland, who died in
1913.- She is deeply interested in social questions. Major Fitzgerald was
born in 1873 and has served in South
Africa. He was decorated for distin
guished service in Ladysmith and the
.
Transvaal.
'

Men who watch their
pennies are learning that
FATIM A gives them a
chance to enjoy 20 real
15 cent cigarettes at a
price only slightly more
than they pay for 10.

20 rr1?$W
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GENERAL.

American Flags in Demand.
There is a market In Europe now
for miniature American flaga In the
form of silk or cotton bunting and
Stickpins. American citizens there
And the flag the most convenient. :
.

"

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy foi
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
i

Mexican Embargo Lifted.
There is now no embargo on the
exportation of arms and ammunition
to Mexico.
Money for Christmas.
hosiSelling guaranteed wear-proo- f
ery to friends & neighbors. Big Xmas
Wear-Proo- f
Mills, . 3200
business.
Philadelphia,
Pa. AdY.
St.,
Chestnut

Heroine. ; "
change was sold for $34,000. :;
Maude Alice never passes ajnirror
Bringing to Baltimore from Spain without looking Into ' It.
'
Jack Brave girl.
the biggest single cargo of cork' ever
imported, the steamship Ruby, under
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate'
American register, docked. When the
liver and bowels.
custom house opened, Collector Stone and invigorate stomach,
Easy to take
granules.
tiny
was given a check for $114,412 to pay as candy. Adv.
the duty on the consignment of
cork discs.'
England and Wales have 94,841
For the first time In sixteen years woman farm laborers.
s
at the Chicago stock
the
yards are working day and night in
Ten smiles (or a nickel. Always buy Red
the canned meat and hide departments Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
to fill orders. The unusual activity white clothes. Adv.
has been caused by the large orders
A man's repentance is always sinreceived as a result of the European
,
cere
at the time.
war. In the canning departments
alone 3,000 extra men have been put
to work within a week.
Secretary of State William J. Bryan
arrived in Cheyenne from Colorado at
' ' ALL RIGHTS.RESERVED "
7 : 45 o'clock, and, thirty minutes later,
at the Capitol Avenue theatre, ad
Keep Kids Kleen
dressed one of the largest audiences
moot practloal, healthful,
75c Th
playtime garment! Tr Inventever. crowded into the building.. His
d for children 1 ta S yean of age.
address dealt with the achievements
Mud in on piece with drop back.
Kaallyellppedonoroff. Kaally waabed.
of the Wilson administration and
No tight etntlo banda to (top cirtouched on the political situation iu
culation. Had In blue denim, and
hita hickory itripM for all the year
Wyoming.
round. Alto lighter weight material
for euanmer wear. AH (ármente
Secret xebates given the American
trimmed with fact red or blue galatea.
Hade In Dutch neck with elbow
Can Company by the American Sheet
lleevei and high neck and long
& Tin Plate Company amounted to
leevM. A new tult fKlt If
they rip. 75c the aula. Sent by
more than $1,000,000 last year, accord
Farcele Poet prepaid on receipt
,ii'W r
f price. Satisfaction guaranteed
ing to testimony given in New York by i f
cheerfully refunded.
money
or
Charles H. Denman, an accountant, at
Stat age of chlld'when, ordering.
a hearing in the government's dissolu
Levi Stratus & Co. , DepL P3
tion suit against the American Can
San Franciaco, California
Company and its subsidiaries.
A

seat on. the New York Stock

A
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Sugar-coate-
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1,098,-360,00- 0

SPORT.

meat-packer-

.

Sedro-Woolle-

Count the Cost!

FOREIGN.

A cabinet crisis occurred In Vené
war
rela and all of the members resigned.

The president has signed the
tax revenue bill.
Peace commission treaties with Ec
LIVE
uador and Greece were ratified by the
Senate.
Announcement was made by the war
RECORD OP THE department
CONDENSED
of the appointment of
Casper, Wyo., as
Loeper,
K.
Carroll
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
for admission to the milicandidate
HOME AND ABROAD.
tary academy In 191Í.
I
Reforgi in marriage and - divorce
laws through uniform state legislation
was urged by former President Taft
FROM ALL
in a brief address before the commission of uniform state lafts.
The Senate ratified peace commisSAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEsion treaties with Paraguay, and a
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
treaty with the republic of Panama,
fixing the boundaries of the canal
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

LATE

N.

Catcher Hank Gowdy, world series
hero, will "own" Columbus, Ohio, wher
he arrives home.
At Washington George Sutton, cue
master, defeated Jake Schaeffer, 400
billiards, Sut
to 203, at 14.1 balk-linton having a high run of 9o.
James A. Gilnortí was
president and treasurer of the Fed
eral baseball league by the Federal
magnates In session in New York. His
;
new term is for five years.
Clubs of the. Federal league played
to 1,600,000 persons last season, ac
cording to a statement made at Chi
cago by James A. Gilmore, president
of the league, before his departure for
New York to attend the annual meet
e

lng.
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Ralph Mulford established a new
world's record for a circular dirt track
performance when he covered .100
miles In; aii automobile race in
92:54V.' Bob' "Burman finished l&t
3:08, .after leading the;, field from
the twentieth lap until the final round,
when he raa out of gasoline.
.
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SHELTER FDR BIRDS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

with little effort and material. Only
a small amount of cement is required,
or, if that be lacking, a paD with
stones in it, t t in the ground will be
equally ' serviceable.
p,
Cats are particularly dangerous to
birds, and should not be permitted
near the home-madbird pool during
bathing hours or go near the food
shelters.
Designs for simple and elaborate
bird houses that will Interest all bird
lovers are given in a, farmers' bulletin
No. 609, which the United States department of agriculture has recently
issued. It is entitled "Bird Houses,
and How to Build Them," and will be
sent free of charge to anyone requesting it from the department.
Protection for Milk Cans.
Much milk that seems to be perfectly good when it leaves the fárm,
reaches the consumer in bad condition, and the United States department
of agriculture is now convinced that
this is frequently due to a rise in. the
temperature of the milk during transportation. A series of teste that haj
recently been completed shows the
importance of surrounding the milk
cans during hot weather with some appropriate insulating material which
will effectually exclude the heat.
""Even when milk is to be shipped
only a short distance its temperature
should not be higher than 50 degrees
F. ,At this temperature bacteria, will
multiply, but the increase is slow and
a few hours delay will result In no
serious injury. In milk above 50 degrees F. the rate of bacteria growth is
much more rapid. It follows that when
the milk is to be shipped a long distance it must be loaded on fie cars at
a temperature much lees than 50 degrees F. unless some efficient means
is taken to prevent the temperature
rising during the Journey.
Perhaps the most practical way of
accomplishing this is to wrap the cans
in a pair of quilt jackets, wet burlap,
or some other similar material. In the
course of the recent experimente milk
was hauled a distance of 13 miles in
an average air temperature of 82.65 degrees F., the milk being shipped at a
temperature of 50 degrees F. At the
end of three hours the cans thát were
hair-quijacketed showed' a raise
of only 54 degrees F.; those wrapped
in wet burlap, a raise of 8
degrees
F, Milk in cans that were left unprotected rose in the eame time to a temperature of 78.5 degrees F., an Increase
of 28.5 degrees. This is much too high.
More elaborate methods of preserving milk during shipment by refrigeration are discussed in a professional
bulletin Just issued by the United
States department ' of agriculture,
which deals in a teohnical way with
many types of refrigerating apparatus.
The bulletin discusses fully the influence of time and temperature on bacteria In milk. It also contains elaborate diagrams illustrating the differ- -

N.
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Particularly Desirable
Where
r Edible Material Is Scarce.
Designs of Two Houses Given In Bui
tetln Issued by Agricultural DepartmentImportance of Protecting the Milk Cans.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The farmer who will build a food
shelter, and furnish an abundance of
food in it will find that many birds of
value to him as
will
haunt his premises. This is particularly true when there is a scarcity of
bird food in the vicinity. The United
States department of agriculture in a
insect-destroyer- s,
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Food Shelter for Attachment to Post
Roof Cut Away to Show ConstructionSides Made of Glass; Size of
Panes 8 by 10 Inches.

recently published bulletin on bird
houses has offered designs for shelters that will protect food in all kinds
of weather.
To induce birds to enter a food shelter baits are first placed in a conspicuous place outside and the birds are
led by degrees to enter the inclosure.
Such food as suet, seeds, or cracked
nuts will prove attractive as bait.
Two designs are given in the bulletin for adequate food shelters. The
first may be attached to a tree, the
other may be placed on top of a poet
or tree stub. The sides are made of
glass. There Is no bottom to either of
these structures.
Besides protecting food, such a shelter will provide a place where one interested in birds can watch them conveniently.
If the farmer has neither the time
nor inclination to make a shelter but
still desires to attract valuable birds
by putting out food, the next best
thing is to fasten the bait to trunks or
'branches of trees or scatter it on the
ground in sheltered places.
Desirable birds may be attracted by
other means than food, particularly in
summer. On warm days they appreciate fresh water for. drinking and
bathing. A shallow pool of varying
depth, if only a foot across, becomes a
center of attraction for all the birds
la the vicinity, and it may be mad

TrlEIR FASHIONS ALSO AFFECTED
BY THE WAR.

Combination of Plaid and Plain Ma-- terials Is a Feature of the Season
Charming Frocks That
Have Been Noticed.

...By MART DEAN.

.:

As the war is having its effect upon
the styles of dress worn by grownups, so it also has upon those of the
younger generation. The fashionable
materials used for developing women's gowns are also employed in making the small additions intended for
the little folk.
Marked features of the season are
the combining of plaid and plain ma
tne use
terials
of roman stripes
the use of buttons as a trimming and of silk
and velvet combinations.
A frock seen recently was made
of navy blue serge
and navy blue,
green and black
plaid silk. The
colors were soft
and were blended
together harmoniously. There was
a narrow line of Blue Serge and
yellow running Romany Striped
through the color
Silk.
scheme which re- lieved the somewhat somber tones and
added greatly to the general eff eci of
the frock. The frock was also brightened a bit by a flat collar of embroidered' fillet lace.
The plaid material formed the side
of the frock and sleeves, while the
navy blue serge formed the Jumper effect at the back and front, cuffs, wide
belt and skirt. Buttons trimmed the
front of the frocks and deep cuffs.
Another charming little frock was
made of navy blue serge and roman
striped silk. The body of the frock was
of the navy blue serge and extended
several Inches below the waist line.
The long waist line was defined by a
sash of the roman
striped silk surrounding the body
,

Draperies That Are Much Liked and
Deserve the Favor they '
Have Received.

The tournure draperies arranged in
soft billows at the back, and drawn in
below with a butterfly bow or a big
tassel, are greatly in vogue; the
fronts of these skirts being sometimes
simply draped to fall in straight folds
or set with flounces of lace or net A
lovely little gown of pervenche taffetas, with a large tournure, was absolutely untrlmmed save for a soft neck
ruffle of tulle in the same tint and two
little frills on the
sleeves;
and a similar gown was of white taffeta with a belt of gold tissue fastened with a gold rose and a bodice of
white and gold embroidered ninon.
With this were worn a black hat with
gold crown, and
sweeping gold
aigrette, and a black satin cloak lined
with white; and the sunshade was of
black point d'esprit over white crepe,
with a very deep border of gold tissue embroidered with gold In high relief. Several lovely white ninon or
lace gowns have the skirt set with a
series of godet flounces curving up to
the back, with scalloped edges.
half-lengt- h

Design for a Gingham.

"

111

running

and

through wide eyelets in the material, the sash
showing at the
front and back,
and it was tied at
the back in loops
and long ends.
The roman striped
silk also formed
the underskirt and
cuffs. There was
a large collar of
Ecru Linen Emfine white lace. In
broidered, Piped
this little frock,
In Brown.'
as in the one
above described, There was a note of
color to relieve the somber tone, in
small ornamented buttons and tiny
Unes of embroidery at the front of the
upper part of the body of the frock.
Another frock is also of the navy
blue serge and roman stripe silk. In
this frock the silk is a trifle more lively in its color scheme. The silk forms
the sleeves and the skirt of the frock
body, cuffs and
while the
girdle are of the serge. Buttons of the
Food Shelter for Attachment to Trunk material trim the front of the frock
'
of Tree.
'
and the cuffs.
ent methods employed in utilizing reWorth Knowing,
frigeration, and. the cost of operating
net is easily lost. After
The
hair
s
long-aso
bulletin
the
them. This
department's eupijjy lasts will ,be sent taking it off, have a large envelope to
free to all interested In the refrigera put it Into, without having to roll It up
tion of milk. Refrigeration, however, much. You will then find, it when
is, of course, not always possible, while wantedand it will not be curled from
any shipper can take the precaution, being wadded and ' stuck- Into a hajr
receiver.
of Jacketing his milk cans.
long-waiste-

FOR TOURNURE AND FLOUNCE

d

v
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The pretty frock shown in the
sketch was made of blue and green
plaid gingham and trimmed in bands
of plain blue gingham. The blouse has
sleeve, closes to the left in a
a set-Idiagonal line, the closing finished with
a bias band of the plain blue. The
plain Dutch neck is finished with a
band of blue, the rather wide armholes
are similarly treated and this band is
seen again finishing the bottom of the
skirt yoke and the edge of the cuff.
The skirt is made with one of the long
tunics, which is gathered into a shallow hip yoke and falls over a plain
,

n

Scenting the Hair.
A delightful way of imparting

a

deli-

cate scent to the hair is to let it filter through in the" form of steam. It
sounds difficult, but It is not at all.
Simply fill a small bowl with' boiling
of your parwater and
ticular perfume upon It. The, two
liquids will not mingle, but if you
hold your head over the bowl tlie
steam of the water will carry the scent
with it and through the bair in a mos
satisfactory fashion.
pour-som-

.
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Roy Telephone Company
Roy Trust &
Ba 1

Savings

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on

the-North- .

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
,
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get ,your answer

"Safty First" For Your Funds
and Sincere Helpful Service
Our Watchwords.
We
Want Your Account.
Remember to Regard
"Our Bank" as
YOUR BANK

at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.

Local Busine
$2.50 per m
S3

See Nutter and Kerns for bargains in farm lands
320 acre Ranch well improved

PERSONALS

$1.250.00

acre fine land, $650.00
830 acre ranch' well improved
160

Notice Cream Shippers

The

and watered $2,400.00

This land is cheaper than you

Fred Brown Pays 26 cents cau homestead it.

Savings Baunk,
of ROY

For Cream
Must 'Build as We Go Along.
It is well to have visions of a better
Mfe than that of every day, but it is
the life of every day' from which elements of a better life must come.

A nice line of Local Photo,

graph Post cards at,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY-

-

.Rpy Trust and

Maeterlinck.
Wiiertjin Ali Arc Net Equal.

See our new line of Ladies
Cloaks for Fall and winter.
Goodman Merc. Co.

There will always be special privileges. Seme fellows can get a kiss
where others can't. Louisville
'

.Deep Devotion,

Spiteful.
husbcnd considered a very
long time beiore lie proposed tu me
He was very cartful." "Ah, its always those careful people who get
taken in."
"My

All In

the Spelling.

VWhat do I look like, George?"
asked the young wife, after she had
arrayed herself in her latest ball
gown for her hubby's inspection. "A
little bare, my dear," replied the truthful George.
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boy who used to
The
get a penny for turning tha handles of
the clothes wringer for his inoJier on
wash-danow has a son who cusses
auto
every time he has to crank up
' "
engine.
y

b--

lr Magazine Circles.
A back number now is something

that has been out over twenty
utes.

min-

Kansas City Journal.

Patience a Costly Virtue.;
Patience is one of the costly virtues.
If the value of a thing is to be measured by its cost, then this virtue Is to
be ranked among the very first '
T.'uth and Beauty.
No picture caii be good which deceives by rts imitation for the very
reascn that nothing can be beautiful
which is not true. Rutkin.
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Dr. S. Locke, D, D.S.

i

t

"Is there auytliJu; as stron? as a
mothers love for her child?" "1 guess
not. The only thins that approaches
It is a baseball fan's devotion to the
national game."

e

She Knew Geoge.
your engagement ring,
ÍIrgie?" "I've hid it. As long as
George ain't sure he can get the ring

Will be in ROY SOON
to do your Dental work.
Watch this Space For

Dates-Depend- able

Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

00(

30E

3lfEz51focz51

.

'Where's

back he won't break the engagement"

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
A. L.

Hunting Licenses Executed

The Proposed Constitutional
Amendment is a "Gang-rulmeasure. It is opposed to the
interests of the People.
e',

Vote AGAIN,

I

Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.

N ew

eat Market

Next Week.

Woodward & Kidd

THE

nPANISH-ALIEItlCA-

TYLER KILLED BY KIDD SOUPS EASY TO MAKE A GOOD

STATE NEWS

eiUKAHTEED. USE Z08A POMADE

NEW MEXICO

HOTEL OWNER SHOT BY ADMIRER OF HIS WIFE.

AND
PALATABLE
ECONOMICAL
' ADDITIONS TO THE MENU.

Waitern Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS
Meeting- State Teacher'
Nov..

Slayer Had Been Ordered From House
by Hotel Proprietor Mrs. Tyler
on Way to California. '

Enable Housewife to Utilize Leftover
Materials Which Could Not Be
Otherwise Employed Three
of the Best Recipes.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

PEOPLE

23-2-

5.

Association at Albuquerque.

The farmers have 1,500 cars of hay Western Newspaper Union News Service.
lh storage at Roswell.
,
Roy, N. M. Oscar Kidd shot, Paul
The Melrose section has shipped Tyler, a young hotel owner, through
30,000 bushels of wheat of this year's the
abdomen and shoulder. Tyler died
crop.
later at the Dawson hospital.
The San Miguel county tax levy has
Kidd Is said to have been attentive
been cut five mills under last year's to Mrs. Tyler and ill feeling is berate.
lieved to have arisen between the men
J. C Estes has become the owner on account of this.. Kidd , says he
of San Juan valley ranches containing shot In
Kidd was ordered away from the
1,000 acres.
by Tyler, who was armed with a
hotel
boundary
The New Mexico-Texa- s
. Kidd fred, the bullet enterrevolver.
hearing has been postponed again uning
body, and when Tyler atTyler's
til November 1.
tempted to reply Kidd shot him
The total number of automobiles through the shoulder, While a deputy
registered In New Mexico is 1,996, sheriff was taking Kidd and Bert Jay,
against 1,897 a year ago.
who was with him at the time of the
The trial of Pedro Ascarate, charged shooting, to jail, Tyler's father aimed
with the murder of his wife some time to shoot the prisoner, but was disago, was held at Carrizozo.
armed.
.
.
.
Mrs. Tyler was en route to Los AnSan Juan district nearly
The
swamped the postal service by the geles, having left Albuquerque for
shipment of fruits' by parcel post.
that city the night before the shooti,.
The farmers of the Las Vegas sec- ng.-.
.
tion of the state have shipped fifty
cars of grain thus far this season;
Attend Reunion.
Raton. The old timers are not yet
P. D. Southworth, the new agricultural agent of Luna county, arrived In all gone from Northern New Mexico.
Deming and has started to work.
The most conspicuous event of the
Mining development in Lincoln forth annual session of the Northern
county is soon to take on a boom, ac- New Mexico fair was the first annual
cowmen's celebration and reunion
cording to Judge Lprin C. Collins.
198
residents of this
There will be a movement of 4,000 when
county placed their names on the reghead of cattle from Lordsburg within
headquarters.
a few days, approximating $130,000 in ister at the cowmen's
opened and each
was
large
register
A
value,
visiting
was requested to reE. H. Salazar, receiver of the land cord his name, the date' of his coming
office at Fort Sumner and a
to New México, and the brands of the
newspaper man, died at ; Al- outfits for which he worked. Among
buquerque.
the oldest pioneers registered at this
The long projected sale of the New first reunion were the following, all
Mexico Cental railroad by Referee Col- of whom came to Colfax county previlins, was again postponed, this time in- ous to ""1870: A. K. Letton, 1862;
definitely.
Elijah Johnson, 1868; M. B. Stockton,
The Berrendo Cattle Company, with 1868; Joseph Doggett, 1864; B. S. Let-to1863; James Wilcox Trinidad,
office at Roswell, and J. C. Hamilton
as statutory agent, has filed incorpor- 1869.
ation papers .
Rich Gold Strike at Pinos Altos.
The forest service has lately combuilding
telephone
menced the
of a
Silver City. The news was brought
on
Coyote
Capulín,
plaza
to
line from
here of a fabulously rich gold strike
the Jemez forest.
by both the C. & O. Mining Company,
operating
the Langston mine at Pinos
According to a report from Santa
Wright and Stauber,. lesAltos,
and
year
to give a
Fe, it costs $25 a
boy or girl an education in sees of the Pacific mine, on adjoining
property. Coincident with the report
the public schools.
a
D. C. Taylor, of Lake Valley, took a there was brought to a bank here,
be
gold
to
ore
said
of
consignment
carload of fine goats to the Albuquerque fair. They were sold to par- worth between $12,000 and $15,000,
taken from the Langston mine the
,
ties near Albuquerque,
past week.
The Roswell News Company, J. P.
White statutory agent, has filed inSentence.
Eighty to Hundred-Yea- r
corporation papers in the office of tha
City.
Judge Neblett senSilver
state corporation commission.
Augustus
West, convicted of
Extra 264 eastbound on the El Paso tenced
degree, to the
second
the
and Southwestern struck and fatally murder in
a
period of from
penitentiary
for
state
injured a negro at mile post 71, about
years.
This is
hundred
to
one
eighty
15 miles south of Aalamogordo.
the extreme penalty for second degree
State Engineer James A. French de- murder. Mrs. King .over whom the
clined to extend the time for the comtragedy occurred, left for the King
pletion of the Hondo irrigation project, ranch accompanied by her
which lapsed about 12 months ago.
son and her brother, Jessie UrCompany
filed ban of Houston,. Texas.'
The Socorro Heraldo
incorporation papers with the state
Old Turquoise Mine Sold.
corporation commission. Its office is
A.
named
is
J.
Torres
and
at Socorro
Santa Fe. The famous old turstatutory agent.
.
quoise mine near Cerillos, where the
Patches of wheat in the Mountain-ai- r Tiffanys secured their supply of the
district, eastern .plateau of New blue gems for many years, was sold
Mexico, yielded forty bushels per acre under foreclosure by J. H. Christ, comthis year. Other patches raa twenty-fiv- e missioner. The price was $24,600, and
the purchaser Frederick K. Gilbert,
bushels.
to thirty-fivwho held the mortgage. The mine has
Word has been received from Coun- been idle for years, owing to fear of
ty superintendent Jose M. Montaner of overproduction.
Taos county that his staff of instructors will send at least fifty represenAztec Jail Breaker Taken.
tatives to the meeting of the New
Aztec Sheriff Dufur returned with
Mexico Educational Association at AlCollyer, who, with Hughie Real,
Ollie
and that
buquerque November
from the Aztec jail.
broke
...
be will accompany the instructors.
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self-defens- e.

"

Old-Cowm-

old-tim- e

old-tim- er

well-know- n
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Tu-cumc-
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five-year-o- ld
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COOPLEXIOn

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pirn
pies, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty vears ttv if
at our risk. . At dealers or mailed, 50a
ZOXA COMPANY, WICHITA, KANSAS

WAS AHEAD OF PICKPOCKET
Prices of foodstuffs are keeping
wonderfully normal, but it behooves
the housekeeper in these uncertain
times to learn to make the very best
use of the supplies which she obtains,
so that she can supply nutritious
meals at the lowest possible cost.
Soups provide a great deal of nutrition, and in making them cooked
bones, whether of meat or fish, make
a really good basis for the stock,
while the water in which vegetables
have been cooked is also excellent for
v

,

soups.

Into the stock pot can go all meat
trimmings, bones, carcasses and giblets of poultry and game, all rinds
and trimmings of tongue, ham and
bacon, all liquids in which meat or
vegetables have been cooked and all
strippings of vegetables.
All these should be properly trimmed, rinsed and put Into the stock
pot. Simmer, but do not boil the
soup. Ten minutes' rapid boiling will
cloud a kettleful of soup. Do not add
the vegetables until the last hour of
cooking. The delicate flavoring of
both meats and vegetables is ' easily
driven off in the steam if they are
boiled rapidly or cooked too long.
An easily prepared and cheap soup
is made as follows: Place some bones,
cooked or uncooked, in a pot with
an onion, two carrots and two sliced
turnips, two stalks of parsley, a little
pepper and salt, and pour in sufficient
water to Just cover them all. Bring
this all just to a boil, then draw the
pan to the side of the fire, and let
the contents simmer for two to three
hour's. Now cook and blend one-has
an ounce of dripping and
ounce of flour. Strain the liquor on to
this, stirring well. Then put all back
on to the fire and" simmer for fifteen
minutes, and serve.
To make
inexpensive vegetable
soup slice down half a carrot, half a
turnip and one onion and fry them
in one-haan ounce of clarified dripping for five, minutes; then lift them
out, make the fat hot again and fry
in it one-haan ounce of flour until
a brown color. Take the pan from
f
the fire, add one and
pints of
stock, stirring over the fire until it
bolls and is smooth, then put in the
vegetables, a bunch of herbs and a little salt, and let all simmer until the
vegetables are tender. Llit out the
bunch of herbs and serve the soup.
This is a good onion soup: Peel
and cut up rather small three
d
onions and cook them in two
ounces of dripping in a covered pan
for one hour until tender, then moisten with one and a, half pints of hot
water in which a cauliflower or beans
have been cooked or even plain water. Add some slices of bread cut
diagonally and season with pepper
and salt. Cover the pan again and
let the contents simmer for at least
an hour. Crush the onions through
a sieve and just before serving gradually, add a tablespoonful of grated
cheese, stirring rapidly into the soup
to blend.
lf

Wife Had Seen to It That Her
Could Lose Little by
Thieves' Work.

Hus-ban-

d

Brown had been saying that the
pickpocket scare was nothing more
than a lot of panicky exaggeration,
and that a man, if only he was sensible and moderately careful, had really
very little to fear from the
walking
fraternity while
through the streets. '
"I'm not so sure," said Jones. "Why,
only yesterday one of those beggars
tried to pick my pocket, but happily
my wife prevented him."
"Oh," said Brown, becoming inter-ste"that was Jolly smart of her.
What did she do grab him, or mere-- ,
ly scream?"
"Neither," replied Jones. ' "As a
matter of fáct,sshe wasn't with me at
.
the time."
"Wasn't with you? What do you
mean?"
"My dear chap," sighed Jones, "you
wait till you get married; then you
may learn what an advantage it is to
have a wife who goes through your
pockets overnight."
light-fingere-

d

d,

.

.

.

Ask

the Domestic Hookworms.

-- -

Texas newspaper remarks that
"men are not slaves to the dictates of
Holty
milliners and dressmakers."
toity! Let us refer this statement to
the thousands of married men who
A

ing duties connected with the gowns
that "hook up the back." Providence
juuruai.

three-fourth-

lf

German has more women than men
by over 800,000.

The ."Meat
of Corn

lf

one-hal-

the iweet centers of choice
Indian corn; cooked, seasoned
just right, rolled thin as paper
and toasted until they become
golden brown flakes- - crisp
and delicious
1

good-size-

Beanpot Roast.
f
One and
pounds of; clear
stew meat, cut into
bits. Put
Into beanpot and cover. Set In oven
two hours and bake slowly.
Do not
add anything but one-hateaspoonful
salt It will be rich, with lots of nice
gravy, If cooked slowly. Nice served
with potatoes and hot slaw. Sometimes when nearly done take out of
the oven, and put into a good-sizeshallow dish, put a thick layer of
mashed potatoes on evenly all over.
Bet back In oven to brown slowly.
one-hal-

two-inc-

h

lf

d

That's why

Post
1 oastie
are . better than ordinary "corn
flakes."

Toasties are packed

in

an

inner container inside the
tight-seale-

familiar, yellow

d,

the food fresh
carton
and crisp for your appetite
keeps

Superior
Corn Flakes
sold by Grocers.
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Notice For Publication

Notice of 'jCuntest

Notice of Contest

Notice of Contest

!

'

'l
Department of the Interior,
'
j
'
Department of the Interior;'-''- '
?
U.SS. Land Office at Ckyton, N. M.
Department of the., interior.
..
;
M.
U. S. LandOffice, Clayton, N. M.
i i
U. S. Land Office, Clayton N, M..
. October , 14, 1914.
'
018504
Clayton, 018503.
Á,
Oct 2, 1914.
To
Lackey, c5323 of
Grover
oct. 211914.
' To J, C. Beenblossom oí Thomas ;V
Sept." 21 1914.
You are
To Edward V. Morgan of Roy,' N M Roy,N. M.,(. pjitestee:
r
Notice is hereby given that the Oklahoma"
hereby
Contestee:
notified
that
Louise
Contestee:
;
State of New Mexico has applied to Yóu are hereby notified that Ollió
who gives Mills, New Mexico,
You are hereby notified that Helen
e
select under the provisions of the Act Lancaster who gives"- Soláno, New Fluhman'D who gives Mills N. M. as as her
address, did on Oct.
of June 20, Jwl0, and the acts sup- Mexico, as her
1914,
file
in
6.
this office her duly
her.post-oftic15
address, did on. Oct.
plementary and amendatory thereto, did on Aug. - 12, 1914,- file in this 1914, file in this office her duly corro- corroborated application to contest
the following public lands, to wit:
office his duly corrobrated applicaborated application to contest and se- and secure the cancelation of your
'
'
Serial
List 130
Serial 018503.
tion to contest and secure the cancel- cure the cancellation of your HE Ser- Homestead .Entry, No.
:
'
0109:
5.
No.
25,
Mar
1910,
made
for
ial'
No.
013086
II.
E.
No.
of
your
17
1911,
April
N,
lation
5,
made
R 25FV
for
Lot 2 Sec. 4; Twp'.
'
Si,1
11,
Sac.
Twp.
the
Rng
22n
26E,
,
1913
made.'May
29,
i,
SW1-SESec,33Twp, 18 N. Serial No. 015889,
the NE and the NWi Section II
for E half Section 12, Township 18 N Township 22 N; Range 26E. !N. M. P. NMP Meridian, and as grounds for
ling, 25E, Ñ.M.P.M. '
'
she alleges that said
Range 27 East, N. M. P. Meridian, Meridian, and as grounds for her con- her contest
Sereial 0'.8504, List 2771.
A.Lackey
Grover
has wholly failed to
and as grounds for her contest she al test she alleges that Edward V, Mor
of Sec, 1, Twp. 17 N
Lots
leges that said J. C. Beenblossom gan has wholly abandoned his said comply with the law under which he is
Rng. 26EN.M.P.M.
has wholly abandoned his H. E. that H. E.; that he wholly failed to comply seeking title; thathe has wholly abanThe purpose of this notice, is to, he has never established residence up- with the law under which he is seeking doned his said H. E. ; thathe has failallow all persons claiming the' land on nor cultivated any part of said title: that he has failed to reside up ed to reside upon," cultivate or imadversely, or desiring 'to show it to be land but has totally deserted and a- - on, oiltivRte or improve the samejthat prove the same; that the above menmineral in character, an opportunity bondoneJ
same.
lhe above mentioned defects exist and tioned defects exist and have existed
to tile objection to such selection, with
than Three years - last
Yoii are, therefore, further notified have existed for more than thres years for more
the local officers for the land district that the said allegations will be taken last past and up to the "date hereof past and up to the date hereof.
You are, therefore, further notified
in which tha land is situated, to wit:
by this office as having been confessed Oct. 2o 1914.
at the land office aforesaid, and to es- by you, and your said entry will be You are,, therefore further notified that the said allegations will be taken
tablish their interests therein, or the canceled thereunder without your fur- that the said allegations will be taken by this office as having been confessed
mineral character thereof.
ther right to be heard therein, either by this office as Laving been confessed by you, and your said, entry will be
verde,'
Val
..Paz
10:3.3C"
before'this office or on appeal, if you by you, and your said entry will be canceled thereunder without your fur'
Register.
fail to tile in this office within twenty cancelled thereunder without your ther right to be heard therein, either
To be published in the Spanish, Ameri- days after the FOURTH publication further right to be heard therein, either before this office or on appeal, if you
can published at Roy, N, M. v
of this notice, as shown below, your before this office dr on appeal,. if you aij iu me iu imh tmice wiinin iweniy
answer, under oath, specifically meet- fail to file in this office withiu twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ing and responding to these allega- days after the FOURTH publication of this notice, as shown belowyour antions of contest, or if you fail within this notice as shown below, your ans swer, under oath, specifically. meeting
Department of the Interior,
that time to file in this office dud proof wer under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations.
U S Land Office at Clayton N M,
that you have served a copy of your an. i resnondine to these "allegation of of contest, or if you fail within that
Oct. 7th 1914;
answer on the said contestant either contest, Or if you fail within that time time to file in this office due proof that
Notice is hereby given that Anita, G.
If to file in this office due proof that you you have served a copy of your anin person or by registered mail-Casados,' formerly, Anita Gallegos
this service is made by the delivery of have served a copy, of your answer on swer on the said contestant either in
of Gallegos, N M who on
a copy of your answer to the contest the said contestant either in person or person or by registered inai I. If this
made HE No, 013271 for NJ NE1
'
in person, proof of such service by registered mail. If this service is service is made by the delivery of a
and NE1-SE- J
SEi-NE.Section 20 ant
must be either the said contestant's made by, the delivery of a : copy of copy of your answer to the contestant
Twp, 17 N, Range 31 E, N M P,
written acknowledgment of his receipt your answer to the contestant in per- in person," proof of such service must
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
of the copy, showing the date of its son, proof of such service must be be either the said contestant's written
.to make three year proof, to establish
receipt, or the affidavit of the person either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the
claim to the land'above described; beby whom the delivery was made stat- acknowledgement of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of its receipt,
fore Elvira G Stanton U S Commissioning when and where the copy was de- copy, showing the "date of its receipt, or or the affidavit of the person by whom
er at his '(flee at Mosquero N M, on livered; if made by registered mail,
the affidavit of the person by whom the the delivery was made stating when
the 2 1st day of Nov. 1914.
' '
proof of such service must consist of delivery was made stating when and and where the copy was delivered; if
Claimant names as witnesses,
the affidavit of the person by whom where the copy was delivered; if made made by. registered,, mail, ., proof of
Eugenio B Gallegos Abran Casados
the copy was mailed stating when and by registered mail, proof of s ich ser such service must consist of the affi
JacoboL Casados :of Gallegos N M th? postoffice to which it was mailed,
vice must consist of the affidavit of the davit of the person by whom the copy
Albino B Romero of Logan N M
e
and this affidavit must be accompa- person by whom the copy wa mailed was mailed stating when and the
Paz Valverde .
which
to
was
it
mailed, and this
e
to
...
Register, nied by the postmaster's receipt for stating' when and the
7
be
affidavit
must
by the
accompanied
and
affidavit
this
the letter.
which it was mailed,
receipt
postmaster's
the
letter.
for
You should state in your answer must be accompanied by the postmas
You should state in your answer
of Contest
the name of the postoffice to which ter's redeipt for the letter.
e
name of the
the
to which
You should state in your answer the
you des're future notices to be sent to
you
future
desire
notices to be sent to
name of the post office to which you
Department of the Interior :
you.
you
to
J.
desire future notices t6.be sent
United States Land lofficfe.,,
Paz Valverde, Register.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde, Register
Oct. 24 1914
Clayton, New Mexico,:
1st publication, Oct. 17, 1914
of
Date
Register,
Date of first publication Oct. 311914
To Andrew Mi.Fry of Solano N. M.
"
24,
2d
1st
of
Date
publication
" " 2d
Nov. 7 "
. "
Contestee :
"
31, "
"
" " 3d
" 2nd
" . Oct. 31, 1914
"
14 "
3d
You are hereby" notified that Ora
7
"
Nov..
"
" Nov.
"4th
3rd
7,1914.
"
"
21 "
"
4th
Jay Bradley who gives Solano N. M.

Department of the Interior,
.
Land Office at Clayton, N.
U.-S-

-

Fluh-manri- ,''

,

.

post-offic-

-

'

e

-

EJ-SE-

1;

"

-

';

.

'.

.

J,

post-offic-

'

post-offic-

10-1-

1-14

.

.

Notice

post-offic-

--

Oct-24,191-

--

address, did on ths
office
his duly cor
this
file
in
data
and
contest
to
roborated application
E
H
secure the cancellation of yonr
.., Serial No; 0ti404
Entry 'No.
made Feb, 24 1908, for Si of SEJ and
SJ of SWJ. Section 33 Township
28E. N. M. P. Meridian, and as
grounds for his contest he alleges that
said, Andrew M, Fry has totally ábon
doned said land for a period of more
tnan5 years.
You are, therefore, further tiOtified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right to be
heard, either before this oflice or on
appeal if you fail to file in this office
within
twenty days after the FOURTH publi
cation of this notice, as shown below
your answer, under oath, specifically
responding to these allegations of con
test, together with due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in person or
bv registered mail
You should state in your answer the
e
to which youde
name of the
as his

"

post-offic- e

.

20N-Rang-

post-offic-

e

4th

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
,

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior, v
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Oct. 9 1914".
Notice is hereby given that John B
Russel of Mills NM who on Aug 21, 11'
made HE Serial no 013702 for NEj
Twp 20 N Kn? WE
see. 3
Meridian,
has filed notice of
N. M. P
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, u. S.
.
commissioner at Roy, N.M
'
1914.
Nov.
on the 24 day of
claimant names as witnesses:
W. Ai De Force
.. . B. C. Jordan
' '
Philip Higgins
John Wilkins
'
all of Mills N. M.
.
Paz Valverde,
'
Register.
4
7
;

11-1-

10-1-

Oct. 5, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Frank B,
Push, of Roy N M who on Sept. 2 11
made HE No. 013802 for SW Sec 15
Twp. 20 N. Range 27 E. N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of in
,

all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register
11- 28
1

10-3-

.S. Durrin,

:

"

4th

"
"

"

'

14
21

Variety
Machine
Works,

15he

tention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above C. E Anderson (EL Sons, Propr's,
described, before U. S. Commissioner Well Equipped with Power Machinery
F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M.; on the for all kinds of Shop work
9th day of Dec. 1914.
General Blacksmithing,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Engine and Automobile Work,
B'owman,
Wm
George Hutchison
Wagon and Carriage Work
R w Boulware
B F Emerson

D

" " 3d

14,1914,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

sire future notices, to be seiit to you.
Register.
. Paz Valverde,
Date of first publication Oct. 31 1914 Attorney,at Law,
U, S. Comrrjissioner,
" " 2d
"
Nov. 7
'

4

Solano,

New Mex,

a Specialty.

Horse Shoeing, Pump and
'
Band-saand Planer
Work.
Pipe-Fittin-

g.

,

All

Work Guaranteed,

Roy, New Mexr

THE
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Suit for Early Fall.

GIVES TOO WIDE LINE

-

NEW SKIRT

NOT PLEASING
THE LARGE WOMAN.

jiiimiiiHiiiiiiUHMiy

TO

Accentuates

Size, and (s Hard to
Handle Properly Chemise-LikBodice
to Continue in
e
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High

Threatens Washington

Cost of Tangoing

-- -

Suffering snakes! The high coBt of tangoing threaten!
The poor old maxixe and the fox trot and the hippopotamus wiggle and all the rest of those wonderful contortions are going to be
soaked. So saith the American So-ciety of Music Publishers, Composers
THE5E
and Authors.
CUY5
A wail of anxiety has arisen in
Washington. A number of thousand
dancers, hotel and restaurant proprietors and orchestra leaders are
making noises indicative of deep

WASHINGTON.

.,

dls-tre-

ss

The plan of the A. S. O. M. P. C.
H
II III
A. A., in brief, is thát royalties shall
be . paid to composers whose selections are whanged out. in publio
places where devotees of the modern dances' most do congregate.
"Whadde you mean; tax?" inquired a muscular piano player who nightly
rips-thin an uptown establishment.
internals out of an unstrung
"These guys want the earth. Ain't people got a right to dance without
payin' a tax for it?"
" A dear young thing who feels her day has been incomplete unless she
has danced from 8 p. m. until 2 a. m. was almost in tearB. .
"""We'll fix their clock," she asserted. "I know a young man who plays
the piano delightful. I'll get him to make up some pieces."
The brightest thought of the day came from a piano salesman who
nightly assaults a second violin in a dance hall.
"We should worry,", he said. "Why, if they put over a Btunt like that
we'd take Wagner and Beethoven and some of those guys and liven 'em up.
b. Httlft mil thev'd An almost as well as thelunk that's being turned out
-

V
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Fashion, It Appears.
......

Av. v

II

No other style has been invented that
could make the large woman appear
so large as the new skirts with their
plainly drawn back, their widely flar-

ing circular sides and front, or sometimes a plaited front dividing the circular sides. You can quickly see what
a wide line is given across the figure,
back and front. The" front is able to
stand it better than the back.
Another error that Is easily fallen
into, is a swinging upward movement
of the middle front of such a skirt.
This ugliness happens even under the
hands of the best regulated dressmakers. The weight and fullness of the
material causes this sagging at the
sides and back and, although one does
not object to an irregular hem, it
must come through foreknowledge and
not through bad workmanship.
None of the dressmakers advocate
fullness over the hips. Here and there
one sees Isolated cases of hip drapery,
but the newest fashions do not call
for it. In all the best gowns for street
and evening, the hips are flattened out

a
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gray broadcloth effectively
trimmed with nickel buttons. A new
feature of this suit Is the long tunic.
Model of

"

now."

.

Aunty Watches the Antics of the Trick Aviator
spring circular sides that flare at the
upturned face reflected with maplike faithher.
"Dat man better stop his skylarkin' up yander or de fus' thing he know
he's gwine come tumlinV down head
fomus' ain't dat so, lady?"
. The woman who happened to be
next took up the remark with a
friendliness due to that rare and
comfortable being, an "aunty" of the
old regime.
"He's all right. You and I will
be sailing around like' that some day
maybe."
"Don't count me In with you,
honey. Ain't- nobby gwine trick me
into flyin' in de face of Heb'n, like
dat. De good Lawd made de yuth for man, an' de sea for fish, an' de air for
birds. An' when man he start In an' grab more'n his share fum de fish an de

she watched the airship her
AS fulness
the emotions that beset

hem. Each of the French dressmakers
"
has a different way of maintaining
smoothness just below the waist, and

,
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me, is you, lady? My madam whah I nusses shet up de house in de summer an' ain't come home yit on accounter de war, annl ben doin' washes all
thoo de hot wevver, but now It's turnin' cool people don't change evy day,
an I gotta git me anuthér wash. One gen'man cut so close last week that
he only gimme thutty cents. Lawser mercy, chile, look at dat fool man
lll III
swoopm- roun aai capn
line a swanow over a barn.
Bight,
though? Gimme cricks in my neck watch'n him. But
"Ain't he a
dat ain't nothin' to de misery In man lef side. De doctor at de spens'ry
gimme black pills, but he ain't drivv away de pain yit ain't it scanlous de
way dat man tempt Province oh, mah Lawd, he llketer went dat time! Look
at him summersettin'. Oh, my Lawd!"
mm

.

How

Eddie

the Infallible Failed

in

Diplomacy

I

IflJl

e

an-obst- acle

failed the other day. Eddie the he courtly colored
EDDIE the infallible
who guides diplomats Into "the office of the secretary of state.
It occurred in the secretary's office, and Baron von Collenberg, late of
the German consular staff in Mexico,
The green serge skirt of the frock
should have left the room before Ed- Illustrated makes its claim to newness
die ushered in the British ambassa- by reason of the group of width-givindor, Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- .
The two tucks at the side, and the
g

black-braide- d

diplomats met.
- In the language of diplomacy, it
was a contremps.
The polished
heels of the German baron clicked
sharply as he gazed sternly over the
head of Sir Cecil at the gallery of
former secretaries of state. Sir Cecil drew himself up stiffly and be
came exclusively interested in the
view of Potomac park from the broad windows of Secretary Bryan's office.
The baron bowed to Secretary Bryan and "exited."
Baron von Collenberg had called on the secretary to ascertain if the
latter had Been able to procure for him from the British ambassador a safe
conduct across the Atlantic to Holland. Slr'Cecil was calling to assure the
secretary that he would, grant the safe conduct.
'

to these original methods the Americans have added.
One of the fashions that France introduced last June Is the foundation
stone of all the clothes of today. This
is the long, straight upper part of the
gown which sometimes develops into a
tunic, or which ends at the wide sash
placed over the hips.
There is nothing strikingly new
bodice, for it
about this chemise-likhas been worn continuously for three
months, but the dressmakers exploited
it in the new clothes and we shall
doubtless wear it until Christmas. II
anything newer is invented, It will
probably ,come from an American
atelier, for there is no reason to suppose that France will produce new
ideas in the nearby months; there are
quite enough over here now to satisfy
even the most exacting woman.
It is probable that this long, child
like garment for it really is juvenile
which has slim simplicity as ita
foundation, and is called Moyen-agfor want of a better term, will prove
to a good appearance aa
much as the over full skirts will do,
but if care is taken with it, and attention paid to the way it is cut and
trimmed, the general result will nol
be as bad as prophesied.
One sees the garment in every fabric, and it will be unfortunate if one
sees it on every figure. It, like all the
fashions for the last four years, is
primarilyintended for the modern fig
ure that has been developed through
fashion, or the other way around-rn- c
one knows which. '

velvet tunic by Its absence of a
waist line. .

;

as though they had been pressed with
a hot iron. This is to accentuate the
fullness at knees and hem,
There are various ways of obtaining
the desired flatness. It is not? all a
question of hip yokes. There are box
plaits running from waist' to hem;
there are long pointed, segments of
cloth that run! nearly to knees which
divide the fullness and keep It away
from the hipsj there are plastered bits
of barbaric ejtnbroidery from which

Copyright, McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

To Keep the Hat Dustless.
A traveling hat bag costs five dollars. It is made of waterproof cloth on
a 'collapsible frame, that, when open, it
strong and big enough- - to protect the
largest hat and, when closed, is small
and light enough to be almost unna
ticeable in the bottom of the trunk. It
comes, in navy blue and black.
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In the p'tst ivw years industrial
THE MANUAL TRANING CLASS.
have been working their
branches
SYLVAN Ff) ICRS HELM EDITOR.
"
way into our schools air the way from
'HBÍSSfBUJCIá ASifSTANT
primary department to the Univers
the
JEANETTE LUSK ASSISTANT.
ity,
and the schools have been rearSTUDENTS.
ALL
REPORTERS
ranging and adjusting themselves to
School Board
the new conditions. These subjects
Chm. have been working a reform in the
Mr. J. Floershiem
Sec. whole school system, and like all reMr. O.-I-I.
Kerns
member. forms whether they be in individuals
Mr. F. A. Roy
Prin. in schools or in governments, it cernes
Russell
Mrs. C.L. Russell 7th and 8th Grade. in answer to a need.
This age is the one of greatest proMiss Shirley Nuttter 5th and (5th.
duction
that the history of the world
3rd and 4th.
Miss Grace Collins
known.
This means that by far the
has
Miss Blaifthe Kitchell
part
of our young people enter
larger
1st Primary and 2nd Grade.
'
Primary industrial persuits. The public schools
Miss Buelah Wright
are institutions of the people supportThe following is a report of the en. ed by the people and they must be
rollment from the differed rtcirs
made to serve he people in the most
12. efficient manner possible. To do this
9th and 10th grade
23. their first duty is to tit their students
7th and 8th grade
20. for industrial success in some line of
5th and Gth gradf
28. production.
3rd and 4th grade
36.
1st Primary and 2nd
Tracing the history of mankind from
21. the earliest times we iind that the race
Primary
146.
Total
.
has passed thru a lárge number distinct
stages. Firstthe primitive state when
PROGRAM
Man lived directly upon the fruits of
ASSEMBLY ROOM OCT.23rd.
hol-o1st primary nature, living living in caves and
Song
tree3- - ever on the alert to escape
Opal Scott.
Music
stronger
animals and to ittact weakHarper
Recitation
ones. His very weakneas and lack
Aliene Boulware. er
Essay
protection necessitated the
Erma Russell. of natural
,
Music
the reason with which he
of
exercise
Gladys Gibbs.
Recitation
endowed.
The result the discovery
was
Louise Kennedy.
Recitation
and
invention ample scboo
the
of
fire
Leatta Brockman.
Music
weapons.
Elizabeth Epps. and
Reading
BY C. L. ELLIS.
Etna Floersheim.
Recitation
(To be Continued)
Gertrude Pendleton.
Essay
Eighth
Grade
Seventh and
Song
This is examination week and we are
Sacona Pr raary all nervous so please excuse mistakes.
Sonz
Chaunchy Depew is quite sick this
Lysle Anderson was on the sick list
one day last week.
Story.
Kenneth Hall was absent last Thurs"Before my marriage I told her all
day,
due to the bad roads.
my past life. Don't you think I showed
a wonderful courage?" "Yes, and a
Please Translate.
6till more wonderful memory."
Diana sagittas portat Iulia, quod malas feras silvae magnae necat.
I! oh! yesmam
The conjugation of the verb amo
will be quite an interesting item
The Seventh and Eighth grades are
when the boys in the Latin Class can putting In their spare moments preparind the right name to follow.
ing for Thursday's examination.
J.-E-

,

w

.Ruth

Executive Ability Defined.
"Paw, what is' executive ability?" Paw "That is something possessed by a man who has a position
Frankie that enables him to find fault with the
work done by the rest of the help, my

Miss Josephine Pacheco was absent
Thursday from the seventh grade.

First Primary

Entered school this week
santillans. we welcome him to our
midst.
The children have been doing some
coustruction work in the form of an
Esquimo cradles; we wish they might
be used for some of our babies.
The small folks are expert atmaking

frightful looking

jack-o-lantern- s.

Tuesday evening the school was
by a visit from Lieutenant Gov
ernor, Mr. E C. DeBaca and State
Game Warden Mr. Trinidad C. DeBaca.
They were escorted to the school house
by Mr. J. Floershiem and Mr. Irvin
Ogden Sr. The pupils of the different
rooms marched into the assembly room
and "enjoyed a nice little talk about
our schools from each of the gentlemen.
Also Mr. Irvin Ogden Sr. gave us some
good words of encouragement.
Following the address the teachers
were personally introduced to these
gentlemen. And we hope they will
ser-pris- ed

otne

again.

"

was absent from the
8th grade Tuesday morning.
The pupils are all glad to get out
and again resume outdoor sports after
being indoors during the bad weather
They are preparing to play basket ball
g
and are clearing the courts and p
Miss Lena Lusk

EDUCATION.

Willie

son."

Pauline Flint was absent the seventh
grade Friday becau3 e fo illness.
'
Miss Elkfdeth Fpps had to stay in
Roy Satvrday and Sunday on accouht
of bad weather.

utt-bin-

up the goal?, they ars playing

baseball and other games wh ilewait-n- g
for tha basket bill t í arri ve.

The absence of the Record in the S. A.
the first three weeks of school. This delay was all due to the want of material
needed to set the paper up.

strong
ine laun ciass is maKinga
.
:
witi reciem'i i t,u LinuK lucii wumI. iu iL.
1

4.1.-

:
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tation well prepared. ,
They realize that one of the essentials
in learning latin is a thorough prepara-

tion of each lesson. .
Continuous effort in this line will
Prof. Harrv Brockman who Í3
teaching at Liberty visited John and bring success.
Leaetta Biockman, students of the
Make a visit to your school visitors
Roy High School, over Sunday Harry
always welcome, especially those
are
says this school is doing good work
who have childrer in school.
Patrons should know from their own
We regret that little Keece Russel
was compelled to miss a part of the observations, what is going on in their
school, we invite inspection.
fun on account of sickness
'
Raymond and Edward Pendleton
Lewis Gonzales entered the Sixth
'artd to school Monday.
Grade last week.
We extended an invitation to Hon.
Clifton Downing was absent one half
B.
C. Hernandez and C. W. G. Ward,
day because of sickness. und were mnch disanDointed. Ihatthpv
Ethel Leatherman was absent did not have time to visit us.
from school Monday afternoon.
Mr. Ward promised to give us a call
next
time he was in Roy, if time perDorothy Gibbs, one of our fifth
mitted.
grade pupil, has been quite sick for
several days. We are glad to note she
Leo Tyler, who has been absent
much better
!8
this week and hope several days, returned to school'Mon.
she will soon be able to resume her and repor ted for "hard work.
school work.
This is a sample of what we have to
Prof.Russ.il.- - was trying to teach (join English, correct the foHowing:
some of the smaller boys to play foot Addison suffered mu-;from attacks
ball some of the boys couldn't play. of asthma, and died in the calmness of
Prof. Russell decided that he would a confieent trust in God.
not .organize a foot ball team because
He fell forward one day whilst gardthere are not enough boy s to make two
ening with his heud in a bed of migon-ettfull teams.
and when taken up was as
a stone.
as
,
dead
Trouble.
Made
Parrct
ot
system
railway
,Thc entire street
a city in Australia was tied up when "If you wish to find the Professor"
a pet parrot escaped from its home said the student "crucify the quad-- ,
and dragged its chain across two angle, ascend the grades, make a
wires, causing a short circuit.
dextral vert, and you will find him
perambulating his domicile or prospectBASKET BALL
ing his fenestrum
grade,
and
the
The girls of the eighth
Chester Scott
( Leo Rychelewski,
U.S. have deen taking subscriptions
and Raj mand Hutchison, were kept out
to get a Basket Ball.
They have canvassed every one in by the rain Friday, while Gertrude
school, and will try the business men Pendleton braved the storm and came
next. It is the intention to get the stan- to school as usual.
dard official ball, in order to develop
Clara Scezczyk enrolled in the second
several teams of strong players.
As soon as this is done, a match game grade this week.
with some of the neighboring High
Fermina Gonzoles has been absent
Schools will be arranged.
from school this week.
We hope they will be able to get the
Douglas Tyler is again in school.
ball soon, as much of their success
will depend on an early start.
The patrons may rest assured that
pupils intend to make good use of
the
There were three new scholars came
room.
assembly
in the Seventh grade lstweek whse
names are Ethel Cole, Elmer Cole and
They aré playingbase ball and othei
Mauel Archuleta.
games while wating the basket ball.
,X
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Spare! Oh, Spare Us!
Pupils in 7th and 8th grade are show
The peddler who sold painted sparThe others that were absent Fri rows for canaries in Hastings proves ing their appreciáti on of their pleasat
day were Helen Russel, Fern Dopevr, that the old Yankee inventiveness is surroundings by doing good work.
Ethel Cole, Roy Hajl, Elmer Cole, and
danger of dying out. New York They are making an earnest effort to
Harold Taylor
World.
be the banner room this exam. They
The Seventh Grade History Class,
are appling the maxiim in The Court
Mildred Martin enrolled in the foufh ship of Miles Standsh. '
beginning Monday, will make draw- ng on the map, illustrating the pro grade Monday .
If you want things done well do it your
Spanish
of
the
gress of the discoveries
After enjoying a vacation of several self.
French and English, in America.
months, Rosendo Rodriguez entered
'
History.
Tuesday morning. Even
The School used the assembly school last
"What
can you say of
Teacher
get enough vacation.
room Friday and gave an imprompto some boys can
Young
America "He was the
Cain?"
program, which was accredit to all
Stephen Rychlewski was absent .the leader of the young set in the Garden
'
concerned.
first of the week helping the fojks at of Eden."
songs,
We had Readings, speeches,
home harvest the crop,
it
and music.
in-n-
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Shotgun

Self-loadin-g

12 GAUGE) 5 SHOTS
You simply pull the
Thta nw- mm
is safe. StroncO and
O
simple. It has all the good points of other recoil-operatshotguns, and many improvements besides, r-Among them are Nickel steel construction
and a reloading system that requires no
'
change for different loads.

The recoil reloads this gun.
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It's the Fowling
Baling Alfalfa Hay Direct From Windrow on
man Texas.

Alfalfa, one of the" oldest and jnost
widespread of crops, can be grown
in this country as far as climate is
concerned, in every state, but in the
humid sections it Is very exacting in
the character of soil and treatment
required The following listof "don'ts,"
published by the U. S. department
of agriculture in Farmers' Bulletin
No. 339 will, therefore, be of interest:
Ten Don'ta for the Alfalfa Grower.
Don't fall to provide for ample inoculation.
Don't sow poor or weedy seed.
Don't sow on a weedy soil.
Don't sow on any but a sweet,
--

well-lime- d

soil.

,

4

finely-prepare-

well-settle- d

year.
Don't lose the leaves; they constitute the best part of the hay.
gin with. Experiment bn a small area

'

first

Don't give up. Many prominent alfalfa growers finally succeeded only
after many failures.
The first essential, as these "don'ts"
6how, is proper soil. A deep, fertile,
soil, rich in lime and
reasonably free from weeds is indispensable, and it is useless to attempt
to grow alfalfa on any other kind of
land. The lack of any. one oí these
qualities is very apt to be the cause
of failure especially in the East and
South, where at best alfalfa "is pro- aucea wun some oiuicuny. .
one and
The plant Is a
usually sends its roots down many
feet to obtain food and moisture
which are out of reach of the shallow-roote- d
crops.
On soil that lacks
depth alfalfa is unable to utilize its
roots and is, therefore,
less able to withstand the attack of
surface-feedinAn exception
weeds
to this seems to be found in the case
of soils that are underlaid by lime- well-draine-

-

d

.

deep-feedin- g

deep-feedin-g

g

inches or two feet.
Weeds are, in fact, one of the
greatest enemies or anana.
Tne
young plants are very tender and are'
apt to be killed during their early
stages of growth. " For this reason it
In trnnA nrnn.tlftfl t.ft ralsfl Bnmfl rnltl.
vated crop on the ground for two or
three seasons before alfalfa is plant- Tf thia n tint nrnpHnahlo cnma
Buch crop as cowpeas, which naturally prevent the growth of weeds, can
be seeded. Alfalfa sown in the spring
is especially susceptible to harm,
from weeds, and spring seeding, therefore,, should be avoided wherever possible. It is, however, preferable in

,

TV,f

fVin a art to

"357l
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kotas where any but spring or early
Bummer sianas are very apt to winterkill. In general, the principle underlying the time of seeding is to sow
asfar in advance as possible of what
promises to be the most trylng season
for. the young plants. In the East
and South a late summer seeding is
usually best. This enables an earlier
crop to be removed from .the land
.

.
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Farm

Near

Sher-- "

Not a Handsome Man;
He They say, dear, that people
who live together get in time to look

I

Xaj
"...I..',..J..II'.:T."'

-

and gives alfalfa ample time to make
a growth before the winter sets in; a exactly alike.
,
She Then you may consider my refact which elves the nln.nt.ti a ennA
start fa the following spring, and aids fusal final. New York. Sun.
them successfully to resist the inroad
of weeds.
NEARLY CRAZY WITH ECZEMA
The conditions that . determine the
time for seeding alfalfa indirectly de
354 Plum St., Youngstown, Ohio.
termine also the crops which should "Blotches like ringworms started to
precede it. Where late summer seed come out all over my face and neck.
ing is practiced' a truck crop which Later it took the form of white flakes
matures early will enable one croo and when I would rub they came oft in
to be secured that season and still little white scales. The eczema eo
allow time for the preparation of the disfigured me that I was ashamed
land for alfalfa. Under such circum to go out anywhere. It itched all the
stances the ' fertilizer demanded by time and whenever I perspired or got
the truck crop will probably be suffl my face the least bit wet, it would
cient for the alfalfa. burn until I very nearly went crazy.
The efficiency of green manure The more I rubbed or scratched the
crops in increasing the humus content more it spread and It madé me so
of the soil makes them esDecitllv vi restless I could not sleep at night.
There is no need to suffer the
uable as a preliminary crop for al
annoying, excruciating pain of
"One day a friend prevailed upon
falfa. If the soil is not fertilized in me to get a sample of Cuticura Soap
neuralgia; Sloan's Liniment laid
on gently will soothe the aching
this way, or does not obtain the ben a and Ointment. They caueed the itchhead like magic. Don t delay.
fit of manure used for previous cash ing to stop instantly
and in a very few
Try
it .t once.
crops,
barnyard manure or days my face and neck began to show
commercial fertilizers must be em- a marked improvement. I used three
Hear What Others Sar
ployed if the best results are hoped
have
been a sufferer with Neuralgia
'I
cakes of Cuticura Soap and one box
for several years and havS tried different
for. It must always be borne in mind
my
face
Liniment, out Sloan's Liniment is the
of Cuticura Ointment and
that alfalfa requires rich soil. It can- and neck are completely "cured."
beat Liniment for Neuralgia on earth.
i nave tried it successfully; it has never
not be grown on any kind of land
Chapman,
W.
D.
(Signed)
Newton
laued. Wv a. W Miamt, Augusta, Arle.
that happens to lie handy for the
27, 1914.
Mr. Ruth C. Claypool, Independence,
farmer. On the other hand, with Feb.
Mo., writet: "A friend of ours told us
Soap
sold
Ointment
and
Cuticura
about your Liniment. We have been using
proper conditions and care its yield
for 13 years and think there is nothing
throughout
it
world.
. Sample of each
the
will be sufficient to justify the use
like it. We use it on everything, tores,
32-Skin Book. Address postwith
free,
cuts, burns, bruises, sore throat, headaches
of the richest and best xlrained land
Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
and oo everything else. We can't got
on the farm. In the East it is usually card "Cuticura,
along without it. We think it is the best
Liniment made.'!
best to develop the fertility of some
Those Kind Friends.
.
of the high, "rolling land and seed
Evelyn What did everybody say
that. Bottom, lands should be avoid- when they heard of my engagement?
ed; not only is the danger from weeds
Dorothy They said your father's
on such soils greater, but alfalfa ab- failure
couldn't have been as bad as
solutely requires
land. reported.
Overflows from streams are usually
fatal to it during its growing pe- TOril OWN DRUGGIST WIT.L TEIX TOÜ
is the beet remedy for rheumatism,
riod, in fact, it is unusual for it to Try Murine Kye Ramedy for Red, Weak. Waterj
backache,
sore throat and sprains.
bijvo auu urunuiiiid ajenas;
rio Bmarting
Bye Comfort. Write for Book
survive more than 24 hours of com- lnt
of the Eye
At all dealers, 25c
by mail lee. Murine ljye Remedy Co.. Cntcago.
plete submergence, although during
Send four cents in stamps for a
its dormant period in the winter it is
In
making
matter
of
the
mistakes
TRIAL BOTTLE
'
Less susceptible.
most of us are willing to concede the
Not the least difficulty that the al- superior industry of our friends.
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
falfa grower must face is the necesDept: B.
Philadelphia, Pa.
sity for .thorough inoculation of the
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
soil in regions where the proper bac- much better than liauid blue. Delichtu
teria are aot supplied, by nature. the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
Watios E. Coleman,
Throughout the western half of the
The plainer the woman the more PATENTS Patent Lawyer, Washington,
United States inoculatioa in general
Bates reasonable. Highest references. Best services.
does not appear to be necessary, but she moralizes.
in the East the grower who neglects
this precaution is practically certain
to lose his time, There are two
methods now ,in general, use. The
bacteria' may be supplied either by
scattering the soil from a successful
alfalfa field, or, by cultures. The ar-- .
Dr. Rerce's Gálea Medical Discovery
tiflcial cultures are supplied by
States department of agriculPerhaps tills case may be similar to yours for over forty years has
been lending its aid to just
ture and their use explained in detail
. Wttley Tilhi of (Box 97$,) Setma, Cal, write!
such cases as this. In our
in tho prlntel matter which accom-panie- s
Gentlemen:
gives
me
possession we have thoupleasure
much
able
to
ba
fhe bottle of culture. After
to send you a testimonial, if by ita reaching; soma sands of testimonials of like
your
sufferer
medicines will doaa much for him as they
being; mixed with the clean water and
character.
have for me. At the age of fourteen I was troubled
certain chemicals thesé cultures are
a great deal with malaria and biliousness, accompanied
Perhaps you are skeptical,
with the worst sort of large boils. I was persuaded by
applied
e
seed, which is then
my parents, who hsva always been strong believers in but Isn't it worth at least a
dried in. a shaded place and sown as
11.. rUUai. Uillii.l
It Plnv.'. mtwJIu
trial in view of such strong
Dlscorery.
I...took . one
bottle
and
all dis-- testimony? Isrl't it reasonsoon as possible. When this methol
, boils
,
. . the
.
.
i ..
i
j
i
iipwreu, urn t am not itoj atone doctml i look mree) able to
suppose that if it
is successful at all it appears to be
and the malaria all left ma and I have had no mora
boHs
to this day, thanks to the 'Golden Medical
has done so much for others
fully as much so as the scattering of
Discovery' for my relief.
soil. .
" Following an operation for appendicitis tiromn ero I it can do as much for yout
Your druggist will supply you In
troubled very much with eonttlpatioa and I have ben
liquid or tablet form, or you can
trying Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purestiv Pelleta and toe have
Do black hens make you think ot
of the troublesome gas and have aided me in conquer-n- g
end 60
stamps for a trial
Í ld me
the whole trouble; thanks again for the 'Pellets' and for
crows? Then don't keep them. Look
the adrice I have obtained fromü The People's Common Sense box. Address
osnts f.ot thu lüdg pae book.
Medical Adviser." Bend only
Dr. B. V. Fierce, Buffalo, tit Y.
for the hens you like to look at host
.

--
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Don't bow on poorly drained soil.
' Don't sow on any but a
seed bed.
Don't pasture the first or second

"
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The I.O.O.F. Lodge is getting
busy now a days and has degree
and; work in sight for the rest of the
winter. There is still talk of or
ganizing other lodges here but
LUUAL
we are sure thdt one live active
civic organization is far better
We are told that Miss Golda than several that are half attended and the Oddfellows are living
Guthman, and Mr Alfred
were married at Tucum-car- i up to their fraternal principles.
this week. The news came
The Roy people who were com-- '
as p surprise to their many
friends but we hasten to offer pelled to go to Mora to attend
felicitations. Mr Cadwalader court this week all got back
has been Mail Clerk on th e j Thursday and Friday. They re
"Poll? "for a long time We have port indictments against Oscar
noticed a --decided evidence of Kidd and Bert Jay on a charge
partialityi on his part for Miss of murder, Iienino Gonzales for
Guthman when he was stopping stealing cattle and Tom Miller
in town at the noon hour and that for assault with a deadly weapon.
it was not discouraged but hard- All the trials were postponed un
ly, expected the "Case" to deve-lop- e til the next term of court. The
Wagon Mound murder case was
so fast.
The bridéis the youngest dau- brought to trial and a few minor
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. civil cases are all that are reportGuthman and a fine little girl. ed up for this term.
We can't sSem to blame either of
them even if they did forget to Charlie Deaton has located a
tell their friends of their inten- number of people this week in
the north country and has a numtionsuntil afterwards.
ber clients in sight who are find- The little schooi house recently ing it difficult to get land.
purchased by Mis. F. A. Roy is
being remodeled and" enlarged Mr. Gibson, of Hammond, Okla.
into a very roomy and attractive arrived in Roy this week and is
residence. Material is now on giving us the "Once over'', He
the ground and workmen are is a carpenter by trade and has
busy transforming it. Itvis a found work enough to hold him
needed improvement andmore of here for a time, He looks like
the same kind would be eagerly the right sort and we hope he
sought after at resent.
will decide to remain and cast

PERSONAL,

f

Cad-walad-

-

er

.

j

are

much pleased to add
the name of J. H. Mitchell to our
growing list of readers. We
might have had him a long time
ago but we preferred to wait for
him to think of it hinself.;
We

his lot with us.

Andrew Martin, of Raton, was
in Roy this week on business the
nature of which we did not learn
He is a "Canny Scot" and judg
ing from the people he was asso
has no readers who ciated with he is all right.
The S-have been asked, urged or coaxed
.to read it." They all come of their John H. Mitchell, Douglass P'
Moore and Louis W. Peiffer were
,
own accord.
three old settlers who made 6nal
proof on tbeir laims Monday
Heiffers for Sale
They brought ClarkeRush,Frsnk
WoodI have a bunch of nice two and Wahrhausen and J. W.
three year old heifers for sale. ward as witnesses. If any of
Any one interested call on or these three fail of making proof
then there should be little chance
Otis Bixford
address
one else. They have
Box 792 Tucumcari N. M. for any
been the most faithful as well aa
T4pd among
the most successful
Joe Albertson the jubiquitoud, homesteaders on the mesa.
loquacious, and
irresistaVde
'Knight of the road" infested
THE ROY '
A

.

thistownThursday. 'Twouldn't
have been so bad but the train
was late.

Still we enjoy him.

Adolfo Montoya was in town
Thursday from his ranch near
Mills. 'Dolph" is one of the
staunch democrats of this county
who has remained true to his
principles in spite .of persecu

tion.

.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Guadalupe Garcia has some Department
of the Interior.
good rooms to rent at his resi- U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
On and after Oct. 1 ,14, as directed
dence in Roy.

deprtmental decision all ap
plications will be rejected which have
Mr. Etheridge, Hallie Johnson, been executed more than ten days
Vyc Soldpaugh and others start- prior to filing subject to the right to
prior to adverse
ed from here Monday morning oppeal or
claim.
in a wagon for Mora to attend
A. A, Joses, lstiAss't Sec'y
in a recent

Court. It was a serious under
taking with the roads in the condition they are in but little
worse than attempting it on the

train.

,

Aro Yod
For Sale: You ny sound mare
Wt, 1,400 lbs, 5 years 'old, well
broke true to pull and gentle.
H. C. Allen, Mills N. M.

Fred Edmonds of near

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL
Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political party.

acre ranch on Carrizo
Creek, 18 miles east of Roy
Fine auto road all the way, 100
acres subject to irrigation', ample supply of water from springs
on land 75 acres natural 'Vega'
bay land 600 acres good range
with breaks and timber for shelter- An ideal little cattle ranch.
I will sell this ranch for $9.00
per acre. It is well worth $25.00
per acre. $5, 500.00 cash balance
in notes secured" by mortage if
desired. If you are interested
in this bargain call on or address
920

60 cts. A MONTH
BY MAIL
,

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

Merely a Small Matter.
"Had you been quarreling with your
husband?" a witness was asked at Old
Hill.. "No," was the reply. "I only hit.
De Haven, New him with the poker."

Or call at the Spanish

Mexico.

American Office.

What about the children's
School clothes and Shoes ?
Let Goodman's help you solve it

Definition oran Epigram.
Fannie Heaslip Lea, writing a story
In Woman'B Home Compaion, makes
one of her characters define an epigram as follows: "An epigram is saying something you don't means. Just
to be smart"

ac

Some Facts Concerning
Your Wtch
THE BALANCE WHEEL, in modern watches,
makes one revolution each time thé watch ticks.
The watch ticks 5 limes each second; 300 times in
one minute; 18,000 times in one hour; 432,000 times in
one day., and 157,680,000 times in one year.
f

Modern Equipmeut,
-

FC3 SALE AT ALL CHUS01STS
F4

Ranch for Sale

Tucumcari Hospital

Graduate Nurses.
Mrs. Marie Martin called Mon
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
day to advance her subscription
She has read the S-in severa TUCUMCARI, :
: N.M.
places and we are glad to send it
to her in Roy this winter . They
Anything in the wagon and
schooling
he
the children. implement tine at Goodman's.
are re

Tha Woman's Tonic

to gain possession of a claim 25
miles north of Roy camein Tuesday to apply for a contest. He
has been over a year trying to
get his claim and has. met with
many reverses but he is persever
ing and will yet win it. Even all
his trouble is better than being a
renter in an eastern state.

up-t- o

Coil in N. M

Jl
au

íloy R. Morris, who is trying

Jess Malauff,

Voio?

É

Mos-

quero was in town Wudnesday
and took hoiite a load of supplies
He took two days for the trip on
account of bad roads.

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

X-R- ay

a

-

C. A. ARMOUR, Prop."

Largest

Talte-Í-

.

BARBER SHOP
New Bath Room and

3T 3

in

A Variation of
Part
the vibration of thé hair spring which controls the

balance wheel will make a difference oí 15 min. per day.
If the watch owner will stop to think a moment he
will see that it is necessary to give his watch good
treatment in order to get good time out of it.
. y
.

.

J. S. ALBERTSON, Jeweler

THE

STORIES OF

DIVIDUAL
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DISPLAYED ON FIELD QE BATTLE
Germans. Drop un Enemy as Though From Sky

Artillery Works
Wounded Private

Awful Havoc, But Rifle Fire Not so Good

Tells of Heroic Work of the "Dirty Shirts"
Bombs Success in War. ,
"

By LAWRENCE

.

ELSTON.
London. A guardsman who was
wounded near Compiegn. baa given
a vivid account of the fighting there
and of the capture of ten German

the British troops.
"We were in a field," he '.said,
"when the Germans dropped on us
all of a sudden as though from the
sky. The first hint we had of their
presence was when a battery of guns
on the right sang out, dropping shells
into' a mob of us who were waiting
for our turn at the washtub the
river. There was no panic as far as
I saw, only some of our fellows who
hadn't fiad a wash for a long time
said strong things about the Germans
for spoiling the best chance we bad
had for four days. We all ran to our
posta in response to' bugles which
rang out all along the line, and by
the time we all stood to arms the
German cavalry came Into view in
great strength all along the left front.
"As soon as they came within range
we poured a deadly volley Into them,
emptying saddles right and left, and
they scattered in all directions.
Meanwhile their artillery kept working up closer on the front and the
right, and a dark cloud of infantry
"Showed out against the skyline on our
front, advancing in a formation rather
loose for the Germans. We opened
on them, and they made a fine target
for our rifle fire, which was very well
supported by our artillery. The fire
from our guns was very effective,
the range being found with ease, and
we could see the shells dropping right
Into the enemy's ranks.
Race for a Hill.
"Here and there their lines began
to waver and give way, and finally
they disappeared. Half an hour later
more Infantry appeared on our right
front, but we could not say whether it
was the same, or another body. This
time they were well supported by artillery, machine guns and strong
forces of cavalry on both flanks. All
came on at a smart pace, with the
apparent plan of seizing a hill on our
right. At the same moment our cavalry came into view, and then the
whole Guards brigade advanced1 It
was really a race between the two
parties to reach the' hill first, but the
Germans won easily, owing to their
being nearer by half a mile.
"As soon as their gun and infantry
had taken up a position, the cavalry
came along in a huge masa with the
intention of riding down the Irish
Guards, who were nearest to them.
When the shock came It seemed terrific to us in the distance, for the
Irishmen did not recoil In the least,
but flung themselves right across the
path of the German horsemen.
"We could hear the crack of the
Imrifles and see the German-horse- s
front
paled on the bayonets of the
ranks of the guardsmen. Then the
whole force of Infantry and cavalry
were mixed up In one confused heap,
like so many pieces from a
puzzle. Sheii from the British and
German batteries kept dropping close
to tne tangled mass of fighting men,
and then we saw the German horsemen get clear and take to flight as
fast as their horses would carry them.
Some had no horses and they were
bayoneted where they stood.
Ten Gung Captured.
"While this was going on there was
a confused movement among the German infantry, as though they were
going to the assistance of the cavalry,
gunB by.

-

,

jig-sa-

but evidently- - they did not like the
look of things, for they stayed where
they were. After this little interruption the whole of the Guards continued their advance, the Coldstreamers
leading this time, with the Scots In

reserve and the Irish In support.
"Taking advantage of the fight between the cavalry and Infantry .the
German artillery had advanced to a
new, position, rrom which they kept
up a deadly fire from 12 guns. Our
Infantry and cavalry advanced simultaneously against this new position,
which they carried together in the
face of a galling fire. In the excitement the enemy managed to get away
two of their guns, but the remainder
fell into our hands. The Infantry and
cavalry supporting the guns didn't
wait for the onslaught of our men,
but bolted, pursued by our cavalry
and galled by a heavy fire from our
Infantry and artillery, which quickly
found the range.
"We heard later that the Germans
were in very great force, and had attacked in the hcpe of driving us back
and so uncovering the French left,
but they got more than they bargained
for. Their losses were terrible in
what little of the fight we saw, and
when our men captured the guns
there was hardly a German left alive
or un wounded. Altogether- the fight
lasted about seven hours, and when
it was over our cavalry scouts reported that the ensmy were in retreat."
Argylls Are Hard Hit.
A private in a Highland regiment,
who was wounded "at Mons, in the
course of a letter to his parents in
Musselburgh says:
.
"The poor Argylls got pretty well
hit, but nevt;r wavered a yard for all
their losses. The Scots Greys are doing great work at the front, in fact
tney were the means of putting 10,000
Germans to their fate on Sunday
morning.
I will never forget that
day, as our regiment left a town on
the French frontier on Saturday morning at three o'clock' and marched till
3 a. m. on Sunday into a Belgian town.
I was about to have an hour in bed, at
least a lie down in a shop, when I was
wakened to go on guard at the general's headquarters, and while I was on
guard a captain of the crack French
cavalry came in with the official report of the 10,000 Germans-Jdiled- .
"The Scots Greys early that morning had decoyed the Germana right ia
front of the machine guns of the
French, and they JuBt mowed them
down. There was no escape for them,
poor devils; but they deserved It, the
way they go on. You would be sorry
for the poor Belgian women having to
leave their homes with young children
clinging to them."
Bombs Are a Success.
Bombardier A. E. Smith, who' was
wounded by a bomb dropped from a
German aeroplane, in a letter to a
friend in Edinburgh, says:
"Those bombs have proved a great
success in the war, as they find the
enemy's range very accurately. The
bomb, when dropped, leaves a thick,
black, smoky line to enable the gunners to take the,, exact range. We
were in a good position, but suffered
loss. The enemy could not find us
until the aeroplane came on the scene.
Then we had it rather hot. The gunners had to leave the guns, but later
saved them all after, being
by other guns.
"The Germans have a funny way in
fighting.
Their Infantry, when advancing, fire from the hip and come
-

(
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PERFECT JELLY
on in masses, splendid targets for MAKE
our guns. As soon as one lot gets
mowed down the gaps, are filled
up with fresh men. They are in terriCRABAPPLES CAN NOT BE TOO
ble numbers about ten to one in
HIGHLY PRAISED.
some places. Nearly all the men's
wounds are from shrapnel, and heal
wonderfully. Men almost cripples a
day or two ago are going on splendidly since being treated here,"
"Like Blue Murder."
A wounded private of the Royal
Munster Fusiliers (the "Dirty Shirts")
tells the following story:
"For some reason or other we, were
left In the lurch, and had to bear the
brunt of the whole German attack,
while the rest of the brigade fell
back.
"They came at us from all points
horse, foot, artillery and all and
the air was thick with screaming,-shoutinmen waving Nords and blazing away at us like bka murder. Our
lads stood up to them without the
least taste of fear, and when their cavalry came down on us we received
them with fixed bayonets in front, the
rear flankB firing away as steadily as
you please. All round us we saw
them collecting until there was hardly
a hole fit for a wee mouse to get
through, and then it was that thé
hardest fight of all took place, for we
wouldn't surrender, and tried, our
har'dést to cut through the stone wall
of the Germans.
"It, was hell's own work, but I can
sayihat we never hoisted the white
flag, and if the battalion was wiped
out, as they say, it fought to the last
gasp. The spirit of our lads was that
grand that you couldn't help being
proud of them, and they accounted
for a lot of the Germans. First of all.
I got a wee taste of a punch in the
ribs with a sword, and then I got a
bullet in me, but when I was able to
see what was going on the men were
cutting their way through the Germans. I was floored for I can't tell
you how.lqng, but when I got back
my senses the Germans were gone,
leaving only heaps on heaps of tho
dying and the dead, our boys and the
Germans being mixed up like anything.
"Some of our boys who got away
told me that the 'Dirty Shirts' had
been almost cleaned up by the Germans, but made the Germans pay
dearly for thinking they could cut off
an Irish regiment without having to
'.
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Excellent When Eaten as Jam oi
Served With Roast Mutton or
Game Approved Method
of Its Preparation.

Crabapples make a most delicious
Jelly which has only to be tasted once
to be proclaimed thoroughly delectable. The wild apples should be gathered while firm and fresh, but not
quite ripo enough to fall from the
trees. Each ono should be wiped with
a damp, cloth to cleanse it. They,
should then be weighed and put in a
big preserving pan with one pint of
water to every pound and a half of
fruit. Let them boll till quite tender,
then strain through a colander; using-flat wooden spoon to pulp them
through. When the liquid la extracted measure it. and to each pint aHow
s
of a pound of sugar.
Cook juice and sugar together, boiling
for 20 minutes.. Remove the scum
and pour the Jelly into small pots.
It is very nice eaten by Itself as Jam,
but can be used for garnishing, as it
is of a pretty red color. It is also excellent with roast mutton or ganie
and makes a capital substitute for red
three-quarter-

currant Jelly.'

Crabapples in-- sirup is a very pretty
dessert dish, and although the apples
take some time to prepare they are
worth doing, especially as they keep
some time when bottled.
The Birupmust be made with two
parts sugar to one of water, the Ingredients being brought to the boil
and allowed to cook gently till a fairly strong thread can be made by dipping the fingers in the sirup and pulling a little. When the sirup is ready
drop In the crabapples and bring gen
tly to the boll; remove the pan fronc
the fire, skim off the scum, lift out
the fruit, put into an earthenware pan
and cover with the sirup. Let tha
fruit soak for 24 hours. Now drain
off the sirup, add a little more sugar
and water and repeat the process. Dc
this at intervals of 24 hours till tha
sirup turns to a pink Jelly and the
crabapples are saturated to the core
fight.
with sugar. They must be handled
Admires German Artillery.
very carefully so as not to break tht
Private Charles Dudley Moore of skins. The crabapples can be used
the Yorkshire light infantry, who was at once or bottled and used as reat Mons and is now at Lynn, had the quired.
misfortune to be wounded half an
Cranberry Jelly is almost indispenhour, after he went into action.
sable with venison and lends piquancy
"The shrapnel shells of- - the' Ger- to mutton, too. The cranberrlea
mans were bursting over the trenches should be well washed and the dark-- ,
where we were lying, and I was struck colored berries picked out,
in the foot with a piece of shell which spoil the color of the Jelly.
The foltook the sole of my shoe clean off. lowing Is a popular recipe:
Five minutes later, when I was trying
Boil a pint of water and a pound,
to help a fellow near me who had and a
half of berries together for ten
been hit in the shoulder, I was struck
minutes, then rub through a colander.
in the right thigh by a pellet from a
Return to the preserving pan, add
shrapnel shell. I fired one more shot
of a pound of sugar and
after that. I fired at the driver of a boll
five
pot down.
for
minutes;
German, machine-gu- n
and hit him.
This was my first experience of actual
Chicken a la Chasseur.
fighting, and I can tell you it is a
Cut a chicken as for stewing, wash
funny sensation at first to see the
shells bursting near and around you, well, season each piece with salt and
to hear the bullets whistling by Vour pepper, dip in flour, fry golden brown
and to. see men teing killed and In butter. Put each piece as fried into
wounded near you,, but you soon get a saucepan, then fry two finely cut
used to it all. It tries your, nerves onions and mushrooms; when brown
a bit at first, but you soon get in the add tomato (fresh or canned), chopped
way of it.
celery, chopped carrots and add pep"I have the greatest admiration for per, salt a tiny bit of sugar, a
of maggle sauce and let come
the German artillery, but their infantry is absolutely useless. They to a boil, then pour over chicken into
fire from the hip and take no aim ,at saucepan and let simmer for two
all. The Germans are also badly fed. hours.
At the hospital at Amiens I saw a
wounded German officer who told me
Doughnut.
he and the others had been living on
One egg well beaten, add
anything they could lay hold of, and cupful of sugar,
f
cupful boui
that they had even eaten grass."
f
milk,
teaspoonful of soda disFred Wilson of the Fifth Roya: solved in the milk,
f
teaspoon-fu- l
Lancers, who was wounded at Mons
of salt,
teaspoonful
dry
and reached Leeds Invalided, says he
ginger and nutmeg,
f
teasnocn
has seen the Germans bayonet our
ful cream of tartar sifted with the
wounded as they came across the
try cupful and a half of flour,
field, and forces women and children flour;
more
if
needed; roll out. Theaa ar
in front of them as they passed our
rfalloinuo.
guns
.
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Notice For Publication

Th Roy
Restaurant

The Roy Cafe

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Sept. 29 1914.
Mrs Ida E. Wation, Prop.
Notice is hereby given that Willis
Rooms,
H Guthmanof Roy ,N. M.who on Feb.
First Class Meals, Good -made HE Serial 06331
13 1908,12-28-1- 0
Emilia Romero Proprietor
Competent Service.
i,
forNJ-SEAdd'l 012609
Block
Great-Western
SWi
Sec. 21 and W
SJ-SGood Meals. 25 cts
26 E
Range
Townshipl
North
22,
Sec
Roy, N. M.
right
filed
notice
you
has
Meridian,
treat
well
and
p.'
M.
We feed you
N.
intention to make fioal Five year
of
Roy.N.M.
Across from the Bank,
proof, to establish claim to the land
Car load of potatoes Just reabove described, before F H Foster,
ceived, the best in town, get our
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy
Goodman
buying.
New Mexico on the 14 day of Nov.
prices before
Notice For Publication

'

hd

Ei

1914.

Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior.

at Clayton, New
Oct. 16th., 1914.
Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Alvin
U. S. Lanjl Office

T

ll

'i

XTH

1

for
made HE Serial No,
- '
,
NVVi.Sec.n
Twp 19N. Rng29E. N.M.P of
Meridian, has filed notice
Intention to make Three year Proof, o
establish claim to the land above described, before D. S Durrin U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Solano, N. M. on the 4th day of Dec.
012935

13-1- 1'

DeDartment of the Interior,
Claimant names as witnesses,
1914:
of
line
m.
jn.
new
Clayton,
at
H. Goldman
office
our
S.
Land
U,
Irvin Ogden Sr
fall and seé
Claimant names as witnesses:
Oct. 121914.
. Jas. to, Baum
H. M. West
fall and winter ladies and Misses;
Mark L Woods
C'arence Driskill
Notice is hereby given that David
all of Roy N. M.
2
Thevv are worth examini.oVe
N."
on
Raymond
Ernest Dris
who,
Arthur.Hazen
ivl.
VIVi"
Paz Valverde,
not. M Vaidez of Albert
or
purchase
you
ing whether
11-- 7
Register.
All of Mosquero N. M.
0
kill
Aug. 2, 1SU, made HE Serial No.
013606 for NEi&SEl Sec. 12 Twp 21 W.
Goodmán's.
Paz Valverde,
Range 28 E. N. M. P. Meridian has Notice
.Register.
4
final
make
to
intention
of
notice
filed
of
Contest
Notice
three vear proof, to establish claim to DeDartment of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
the land above described before W.H.
Notice for Publication
at,
Department of the Interior,
Commissioner,
S.
Sept 29, 1914
Willcox U.
J
Clayton, NM. his office at Roy.N. M. on the 25 day Notice is hereby given
TJ. S. Land Office at
&10-- 5
1914.
on
who
N.M.
Nov.
of
Roy
Department of Interior.
Cox
of
Oct. 7
witnesses:
as
names
and
013453
Add'l
No
Claimant
HE
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
19ll,made
McKinney of parts
To William B.
SWi-Nl,
Oct. 16 1914.
Alferino De Herrera 013899' for
Jose F. Chavez
5
NW1-SW- 1
and
Sec.
Chavez
A.
given
is
hereby
Emilio
that Forest
Notice
Sandoval
Eduardo
that Len
You are hereby notified
N"
19
Range;
6
Twp
,
Sec.
.
Shrum
Albert
All of
xwj,
der P. Armstrong who givesaddress,
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